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Our fiercest critics write... 
so wm ARE 
eONHA DO A^OUT jj i 
Contribute, that's what! 
And remember we will \ j ^ y you!!! 
Next contributors meetings, February 22 and IVIarch 29, 
Issue 2 deadline March 5 
Issue 3 (women's ed.) April 23 
Issue 4 June 25 
Issue 5 July 23 
Issue 6 August 20 
Issue 7 September 24 
1pm in 
publication 
the Semper office (ph 3377 2237). 
March 29 
May 19 
July 21 
August 18 
September 15 
October 20 
We want your stories, articles, letters, poems, photos, artwork, cartoons, 
recipes, cool web sites, conspiracy theories, cool places to go, campus stories, 
interviews, news, gossip, upcoming events, community news, clubs and 
societies news, music reviews, book reviews, play reviews, game reviews, 
computer game reviews, university gripes, graffiti around town (pictures or 
stories of), drugs or drug stories, crazy sporting stories, cool layout ideas (we're 
bound to run out of ideas pretty soon), entirely subjective opinions, 
propaganda, stories of bumchugging and other college antics, religious 
perspectives, different languages, political perspectives, Ipswich campus news. 
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Which is the best way 
out of this wood? It's 
getting so dark! 
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The University year begins, as in nfiost 
years, in a beery haze for some or anxiety 
for others, but the common problem that 
firmly takes root in all, is money. First 
there is your Student Service Charges and 
once they have been paid you are now 
wishing that you had taken on the 
Austudy Supplement or you are frantical-
ly looking around for a Mdob, (you know 
the kind of employment made especially 
for students where you must wear an 
embarrassing uniform, be polite to rude 
customers and smile flirtatiously at a 
sexist, overbearing and incredibly unintel-
Igent manager, while receiving a mini-
mum wage). If all else fails you can 
always have that wonderful 'out of body 
experience' that is common to many stu-
dents in Feb/March precipitated by 5 day 
starvation diet Jenny Craig has nothing 
on Austudy! 
It hits you, its first week and you have to 
purchase books. Not just one or two 
books but eight to twenty, ranging In 
price from twenty to two hundreds dol-
lars. In the old days there use to be a 
rush to book out the Library's copies of 
the set texts but as library funding does-
n't cover the purchase of 
books anymore this is but 
a nostalgic impulse. So 
you sit down and cull 
from your booklist 
all but the really 
necessary texts. 
The culled texts 
are usually the 
ones that are use-
ful for writing 
Assignments, but lets 
get real, Austudy stu-
dents don't get 
anything above 
credits anyway, 
The next decision 
you have to 
make, once you 
worked out how 
to pay rent and 
budget for the 
books is where to 
buy them. Now this is what 
VSU - Mufasa can't believe it! 
1 
Ifif 
this article is really about, as an experi-
enced student that has fallen into all 
the fresher-traps and the dodgy deals, I 
think it is only fair that I share v/ith you 
some simple rules about book buying 
that may help you in the world of aca-
demic book selling. 
Rule No. 1: Buy your coffee 
not your books from the 
University Bookstore. 
This rule comes as no surprise to most students 
who have been around for more than a semester. This 
coffee shop in drag as a bookstore has a University 
sanctioned monopoly on Campus, which is kind of odd 
because as the years go by there seems to be less and 
less books on the shelves! It has a pricing policy typi-
cal of a monopoly and a service department remi-
niscent of a Soviet style state run industr/. If you 
order a textbook, which is the most common 
experience you'll have In this coffee shop as 
it refuses to stock adequate supplies of 
texts, you might receive the book 6 
weeks into your course. Dymocks in 
the city, which is not even an aca-
demic seller gets you books from 
London within two weeks at Recommended 
Retail Price that is more that can be said 
about the price you will get at the University 
Coffee Shop. Lets face It the Coffee Shop is 
for people with too much money who like to 
hang out at Universities for the snob value 
so it does not cater for students, academ-
ics or serious book buyers. 
Rule No. 2: Always ask the 
Bookseller for the R.R.P. of the 
book you are buying. 
Many academic books do not advertise the R.R.P. on 
the back-cover of the book or they might have some-
thing really useful like a pound sterling R.R.P.. Many 
unscrupulous booksellers use this as an opportunity to 
push the price of the book over the R.R.P.. This prob-
lem is usually solved by asking to see the micro-fish 
data that all bookstores carry and this will reveal the 
Australian R.R.P. that will enable you to push the price 
down to at least the R.R.P Just a side point the only 
bookseller I have dealt with who, when caught out, 
doesn't drop the price is the University Coffee shop, 
but this is probably irrelevant, because if you have fol-
lowed rule No. 1 you won't have to face this dilemma. 
Rule No. 3: Research your book buying 
area. 
Ask your teachers or more experienced friends 
where they buy their books. Many book-
stores offer discounts for students or sell 
below the R.R.P, anyway. My own area of 
study Is usually covered by 'Open Book' 
Bookstore in Milton and they offer a flat 
10"/b discount to anyone with a student 
card. These sorts of deals are very rarely 
advertised, as they have more to do with 
the social responsibility of the Bookseller 
than with a profit motive, so it Is a matter of being up 
front with the bookseller. I have listed a number of 
bookstores that I have found useful. This 'ist is not 
meant to be exhaustive merely the bookstores where I 
have had positive dealings. 
Q.U. Books (Toowong) 
The American Bookstore (City) 
QUT Bookstore (Any Campus of OUT) 
The Open Book (Milton) 
The Co-op Bookshop (Any Campus of Griffith 
Uni) 
You can also consider buying your books 
second hand, often resulting in huge sav-
ings on new prices. The UQ Union 
Bookshop in the student union complex 
stocks heaps of second hand textbooks at 
reasonable prices. 
If Queensland University Coffee Shop Is 
Bookstore hell then The Co-op Bookshop Is 
Bookstore heaven. It was founded by the stu-
dents and staff of the University of Sydney about 
forty years ago and now Is the largest and consistently 
lowest priced academic bookseller in Australia. Unlike 
the profit obsessed coffee shop we have on campus, 
this is a democratic and student owned collective. As 
democracy seems to be in worrying decline In 
Universities It Is no wonder the University of 
Queensland has never permitted this 
fine Bookstore onto campus. The last 
time the Co-op applied for a campus 
store was in 1996 and was rejected. 
A cynic could argue that the 
University Authorities fear that a suc-
cessful collective like this might 
instill dangerous Ideologies in stu-
dents. The university will not allow 
the student union bookshop to sell 
new titles either. 
Rule No. 4: Never 
buy your books 
from The University 
Coffee Shop. 
This is also rule No. 5 
through 10 so if you learn 
nothing else from this article 
you will be way ahead in 
your book buying enter-
prises. Academic books are 
expensive and your budget 
as a student Is at the best 
of times small. So take It 
from an old hand: 
'Some boofc.'; ore unde-
scrved/y forgotten; none 
are deseiyedly reineni-
bered.' 
WHAuden 
By Morag Munro. 
PRICE COMPARISON 
Subject: FY 101 
Text: Psychology 2ncl edition 
Price: University bookstore - $59.90 
Q.U. Books - $56.95 
Subject: PD 100 
Text: Intro to Philosophy 
Price: University bookstore - $54,90 
Q.U. Books - S49.95 
Subject: EN 152 
Text: Tools for Cultural Studies 
Price: University boo.kstore - $34.90 
Q.U. Books - $32.95 
Subject: SHI01 
Text: Dos Mundos 
Price: University bookstore - $82.90 
Q.U. Books - 878.95 
Text: WorkbooK 
Price: University bookstore •• S40.90 
Q.U. Books - $36.95 
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Strike against VSU 
Filosophical 
Phuck-up 
L^ 
C^' ^ ^ Pornography's legitimate place in society 
1ICIA PETERSEN 
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Lecturer up-front on 
her lessons in lust 
A CONTHOVERSIAL Queens-
land university lecturer plans to 
cnndiicl her uwn private summer 
M'haol this year, uslnp couples 
having sex in front of students. 
"I wouldn't hiivo anv nmhlpm 
woman to maslurliutc in front of 
students while she was Rivin; a 
p h i l o s o p h y l e c t u r e ;it t he 
University of Queensland. 
She has just started icelurin? 
porn()^raphy was liberating: for 
Women. But one academic who 
attended the lecture dismissed 
Ms Petersen's presentation as 
"exhibitionism covering up a bad 
, • ' • t • ' 
When university academic Patricia Petersen risked her job by hiring a stripper 
for a lecture, the reverberations were heard throughout academia. 
'•e.v 
''Ve n.^ '^or-
'"ostaphy 
DIANNE BUTLER finds out why she did it 
an over. 
r-Di 
'>»>,( 
"'••"•".•n-,,, " ' "as /.. '"?t even sni* 
LEARNING •f/. IV>. '•'^ terf andt/)e v/c/eos 
We, the editors, thought this was an interesting on-campus conflict. Given that this article was refused publication by three major Australian news-
papers, we made the decision to publish it as an example of the one-sided coverage the issue received in the mainstream media. The authors, Mr 
John Atkins, Dr Gilbert Burgh, Dr Terri Field and Ms Melissa White, were unwilling to change any aspect of their article, so here it is in its entirity. 
Please write to Semper and tell us what you think (we'll publish your response if you like). 
Dear Readers of 
Semper 
submit it to you, as part of a local- reactionan/form of 
ized campus audience, for your • ,. • . . 
consideration. Note that we have ^CtiVIsm does 
We circulate for your perusal an article which we in the following article), and (2) The thesis that 
submitted to 3 Australian newspapers at the end there is no difference between the representa-
of August 1998 in response to a particularly un- tion of women in pornography and the represen-
newsworthy event which received an over-abun- tation of women in so-called "high art" (a laugh-
dance of media coverage. Unfortunately, wc able hypothesis which deserves attention given 
only received one offer of publication at the that it would encompass a philosophical consid-
time, and as we were unwilling to shorten what eration of the depiction of women as represent-
we regarded to be the essential intellectual fea- ed by porf/cu/or characteristics, as in pornogra-
tures of our article for a popular audience, our phy, and the depiction of the women as repre-
article was never published in the sented by universal characteris-
media at all. Alas! Instead, we "We StresS tha t her tics, as in various canonical 
artistic productions). So whilst 
our hopes in publishing this arti-
cle have really constituted an 
submitted our critique in the form noth ing tO serve the attempt to counter the hegemo-
of a statement against the Intel- cause of bringlnQ "Y of her views in the popular 
lectual activities that occurred in nUp,,,4- 4-Up rpynaj mtd'ia and also constitute a plea 
our vicinity during 1998 and also . to the members of our own 
as a statement to inform you that l iberat ion of WOmcn department to help bring about 
some work was, in fact, prepared (as she claims)." 
by concerned people during the 
year to address this issue. And 
given that our attempts at publication failed, we you to the fact that lies about Petersen still con-
do not want to lose forever into the annals of tinue to be peddled in the media even whilst she 
discontentment what we think is an important has become quite 'seasoned' by now at handling 
response to the issue at hand. But v^ e find our- the media. 1% stress thot her reoct/onory form 
selves, at this time, when this first edition of of 'activism' does nottiing to serve tfie cause of 
"Semper" is going to press, with yet another arti- bringing about tfie sexual liberation of women 
cle to address in relation to our naive friend, Ms (as she claims). Rather the recent inclusion of 
a more rewarding intellectual 
environment in this new year, 
they have also served to alert 
Petersen: her feature in this month's edition 
(February) of "Penthouse", So despite the fact 
that this new item of self-promotion deserves 
our thoroughgoing intellectual attention, we 
now lack the necessary time to address the sub-
ject matter adequately 
her views and the photographs of her n 
•'Penthouse" serves to further reinforce the justi-
fiability of what it is that certain men find so 
interesting about publications of this sort. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Set their article overleaf. 
Nevertheless, we draw your attention to at least 
3 falsehoods in the "Penthouse" article: (a) 
Patricia Petersen does NOT have a doctorate in M r J o h n A t k i l lS 
philosophy, (b) Patricia Petersen is NOT an asso- [ ) f Q j l ^ e r t BuTOh 
ciate lecturer at the University of Queensland, n TQ^J,: p j ^ u 
and (c) Patricia Petersen is NOT a visiting schol- \ A / I O > 
ar anywhere and never has been (in the sense of '^'S IVIellSSa VVnl te 
being paid a salary to do so), Petersen has coast-
ed through her endless postgraduate degree in 
philosophy on the strength of 2 main hypothe-
ses, which are incredibly dull, but have been suf-
ficiently controversial to open up opportunities 
for her in popular publications. These are: (1) 
The thesis that there is nothing morally wrong 
with the production or consumption of pornog-
raphy when it is engaged in by "consenting 
adults" (this is the hypothesis we have addressed 
^ 
P^ 
•VA 
• • ' • i , - ••?i 
mm 
^ ^ >v-.-
: J - » - <.'•! 
;i:-<^^'GS^ij^feK%LJ*<SL 
>'iW" 
.•-s••'^v;^•'i,.^r7rL-.••*r^''^P>^'>&"^ 
wmmi^ 
M g & C ^ •i-WOS 
coco 
OlCD 
A Student getting caught without a union is worse than 
Clinton getting caught with his pants down. 
B 
{p-%-
'M:: 
c^  
the complete absence of 'risk' or 'reverberation' of Patriria Petersen's views 
> 
_ Patricia Petersen has recently been portrayed by the media as a rad-
^ ^ ical thinker who is challenging feminists about what she regards to be 
their "puritanical" ideas regarding the objectification of women in pornog-
raphy Although the Couner-Mail is culpable in the creation of the proponent 
of this allegedly controversial view (for which, as usual, it takes no intellectual 
responsibility). Petersen, herse f, has not been innocent in the construction of her 
own image as the "underdog" of the feminist world. Accordingly, it is argued by us 
that she has most carefully cultivated this image as the "underdog" in order to jus-
tify her contention that her ideas actually constitute a challenge to the dominant 
ideology In fact, Petersen is a most insipid product of this dominant ideology that 
she is so desperate to use as an imaginary contrast to herself and her views. Thus, 
we feel it is time to strike out against the perpetuation of her ideas and her image, 
which has been so shamelessly peddled through the spectacle of the soft-focus 
lens. Thus we allow you to call us forensic, at more than one level. Incidentally, 
ouf combined efforts are rot harnessed to the end of launching a retaliatory 
media campaign (this wojid be pointless - tne dice have been rather cast in 
her favour with respect to the favourable presentation of her ideas). Rather, 
it is to provide a princpled intellectual response in the face of the conser-
vative, simplistic, unchallenging and tedious arguments that she makes. 
Further, the responses to Petersen in the popular media have been 
noticeable in their weakness - only Christian pro-"family values" have 
not escaped our attention. Accordingly, as colleagues of Petersen 
who work in the Department af Philosophy at the University of 
Queensland, we submit this response in hope of "taking up 
the slack" of this institution (and QUT, Petersen's previous 
hort-term temporary place of employment), which 
ppears as if it intends to harbour Petersen through its 
silence on this issue. 
Petersen's poor scholarship in feminist theory, in 
law, in economics and in sociology is evident from 
just a passing g impsc of the work of two well-
known anti-pornography feminists (Catherine 
MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin). Anybody 
who has even a superficial acquaintance with 
the array of feminist literature will have come 
across these thinkers, who represent but one 
aspect of the diversity of views found in femi-
nist literature on pornography. This suggests a 
couple of things to us. Either Petersen has no 
understanding of the complexity of contemporary 
feminist thought amongst actual feminists regard-
ing pornography; or she intentionally invokes the 
views of these thinkers as straw targets in order to coun-
terpose herself against what she so cynically terms the 
"sisterhood". We assume by this - the "sisterhood" - that 
Petersen refers to feminists. But which feminists does she 
mean? Liberal feminists? Marxist feminists? Eco-fcminists? 
Does she assume something philosophically essential about the posi-
\
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ # tions of all different feminists? Perhaps she means (of course, we do 
^ ^ ^ ^ not mean to put words into her mouth) the views of femirists like her-
^ ^ self - those feminists whose views have been widely circulated due to the 
v ^ r fact that they constitute absolutely no threat to the established order of lib-
^r eral thought in the universities, no real threat to the successful operation of a so-
called free market economy, and no real threat to sexual relations between women 
and men as they are presently constituted. We, ourselves, are not particularly enam-
oured of the arguments of MacKinnon and Dworkin, but we reach this conclusion from 
certain philosophical, political and sociological considerations. If we are correct in our 
assessment of the 'type' of feminist she is targeting, the only radical thing about Petersenis 
views is that she may manage to push feminists like MacKinnon and Dworkin out of their lib-
eral thrones in a stunning reactionary manoeuvre that sets back the feminist 'cause' (whatever 
that may be, given the lack of unanimity of aims), at the popular level, by roughly 40 years. Given 
these two options, wc grant Petersen the benefit of intelligence, and thus suppose it is a case of 
the latter - ulterior motives. Of course, we realize our point is most basic and we, ourselves, feel 
utterly bored at having to repeat it. But as long as poor ideas perpetuated by people with poor 
motives capture popular attention, we will repeat ourselves ad infinitum. 
Quite apart from the obvious lack of acquaintance with feminist theory, Petersen's reliance on the old 
'consenting adults' argument is so trite that it is incredible anybody would still be convinced by it. 
Pitting the individual against society in a simplistic dichotomy completely overlooks the complexity 
of the multi-layered causal relationship between individual human beings and society. 
Sociologically speaking, the conception of the individual as an autonomous entity that has com-
plete freedom of choice in which to 'invent' society (roughly, the Weberian paradgm) and the 
conception of the individual as but a blank slate on which society inscribes its norms which are 
independent of this individual (roughly, the Durkheimian paradigm) have long been regarded 
as anachronistic in their ability to capture such complexity. Is Petersen unaware of the 
main currents in intellectual life in the past 80 years? In dealing with an ssue such as 
pornography, it would seem that an understanding of how an individual's choices are 
shaped by dominant (and often implicit) societal values would De in order, 
including an account of how the consumers of pornography and the per-
formers of pornographic acts are socially related, combined with a philo-
sophical account that makes it difficult for either camp to slide into a 'vic-
tim mentality' explanation of their behaviour (which only serves to disem-
power individuals). Does Petersen really think the economic argument is a 
decisive justification in the case for pornography? Many undesirable tasks 
attract large amounts of money -precisely because they are undesirable. Does 
she not see the basic principles of a demand/supply market? On the other hand, 
much undesirable labour doesn't attract money (Petersen's example is cleaning 
toilets). Does she not nave an account of which tasks are absolutely indispensa-
ble to human life (such as cleaning toilets)? We smell a contradiction in this toi-
let. If Petersen wishes to elevate pornography to the realm of one of the indis-
pensable acts of human labour (for v;omen and men), this will mean its 'asking 
cost' will drop. If the asking cost drops, Petersen will no longer be able to claim 
that it is an advantage for women who work in the pornography industry. So 
the economic benefit Petersen believes she has discovered will disappear if 
we implement her recommendations to abandon our so-called moral indig-
nation about pornography, because this economic advantage s depend-
ent upon the social construction of pornography as an illicit activity. 
Further, if Petersen really is advocating that women engage in the 
production of pornographic activity because she claims it is sexu-
ally 'liberating', why would she (instead of providing us with 
a sound argument) quote an anecdote from a stripper 
that would seem to be flagrantly contradictory to 
her claim: "I am in a permanent relationship, I 
don't feel as though I'm being unfaithful to my 
partner. Sometimes I don't feel as though I get 
enough sexual attention from him, so I actually 
look forward to going to work because I get so 
much attention from other men" (Sunday Mail 
liftjut, 9/8/98, p.2). Pardon? Sexually 'liberat-
ed'? It seems to us as if Petersen has disproved 
her own claim by quoting the comments of this 
stripper who has an idea of herself as sexually 
valuable only when recognized by men. 
Unfortunately, even Petersen's use of anecdotes 
doesnit make her case any more philosophically 
palatable. 
Does Petersen really believe she is being radical in 
employing people to perform sexual acts in front of 
a room full of students in her proposed summer 
school? This novelty is so passe as to be ridiculous -
there are licensed clubs all over the world where people 
have sex on stage in front of an audience. Does she, then, 
sense something radical in transposing the sexual act from 
the nightclul setting to the academic context? Yawn, yawn. 
What actual intellectual benefit does she believe emanates 
from being "very confrontational for the audience" (Sunday 
Mail 9/8/98, p.5). If this really did "push boundaries" (ibid.), then 
is her assumption that the philosophical boundaries between the 
nightclub and the university are such that intellectual practice needs 
to be enlivened by activity of this sort? We cannot speak for Petersen, 
but we, collectively, found our time at university much more fulfilling 
than a night at a strip club (further, we find the gratification to be self-sus-
taining). 
We believe Petersen has resorted to cheap tricks in order to distract people from 
the lack of intellectual discipline and depth in her work. We have seen her at oper-
ation in our department for many years now, and realize this is typical of the depths 
of absurdity that she will plumb in order to promote herself, but we are stunned at the 
coverage that she has received. We are appalled by the photographs of Petersen's cleav-
age in the Sunday-Mail, not because we are prudish (as she will no doubt claim in order to 
maintain her position as the 'underdog'), but because they have effectively given her a mar-
ket ng 'angle' for her viewpoint in the popular media. She is particularly vicious in that she has 
jumped on the anti-feminist bandwagon, whilst claiming that she is a feminist, in order to pro-
mote herself. With respect to its predictability, this whole 'Petersen Promotion' would be laugh-
able if it was not so damaging to the interests of those women (and men - especially young men) 
who are in disempowered positions. Petersen's inability to recognize that some people make so-
called 'free' choices on y because other options are not available to them both silences and trivial-
izes them. We concur with the remarks of the Courier-Mail's unnamed professor who attended 
Petersen's paper at Macquarie University, at which we were (luckily) not present, in which she 
employed a stripper and who concluded that this act was "exhibitionism covering up a bad paper" 
(ibid.). But we go further than the unnamed professor does: a poorly stocked theoretical toolkit is 
dangerous in unscrupulous hands.. 
This title is in reference to the (questionable) newspaper artit;le title in question. 
A few words fron Dixieland: 
Hi. Welcome to all the new students and 
returning students of UQ. We're the 
new 1999 Semper editors. We'll be here 
until the next Student Union elections 
at the end of the year. By then, you'll 
have seen 6 more editions from us. 
As Semper is an alternative to main-
stream publications (funded by your stu-
dent union, not by advertisers), we are 
willing and able to publish articles on 
issues not covered by mainstream press. 
Another thing that sets us apart from 
the mainstream press is that we are 
willing to acknowledge our bias. We 
believe that there is no non-aligned 
stance. What you see as objective is 
just another stance. We are committed 
to publishing as many different view-
points as possible as long as they don't 
contravene the union's policy of not 
publishing racist, sexist or homophobic 
content. 
This edition is strongly anti-Voluntary 
Student Unionism (VSU). It would be 
hypocritical of us to support VSU 
because we are funded by and are part 
of the union. We did the VSU propa-
ganda because, apart from being a really 
important issue, it was heaps of fun -
so much fun, in fact, that we want your 
ideas for fun propaganda in future edi-
tions. 
We really wanted to have some infor-
mation about the new Ipswich campus. 
It did not eventuate in this edition, so, 
Ipswich people, please send us your con-
tributions before the next deadline 
(March 5). 
Read and Enjoy. 
Carmen, Sam, Ellen and Lieszel. 
John Hay loves being Vice-chancellor of 
the 1998 University of the Year. Here, he 
sings his favourite part of the university 
anthenn. 
A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries... Except when a VSU bill is passed. 
1 A SOLDIER'S D/\UGHTEP . NEVER CRIES 
Call me a freak (and some do), but for me the best thing about our newly refu'bished under-
grad liDra-Y at UQ is not the provision of better IT facilities, more study spaces or even the intro-
duction of recycled paper in photocopiers (thanks to the tireless pursuits of Rat and Eleanor). 
All these things are great, don't get me wrong but surely the biggest achievement was the 
removal cf the heavily graffitied desks on the fifth floor? It's not even that I am anti-graffiti, 
I love street and urban art which is clever, skilled and thought-provoking. I may have even dab-
bled in some myself in a past life, although oaviously not now that it carries a maximum 7 year 
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sentence in Qldll No, what really pissed me off was the racist, sexist, homophobic and mindless crap which plastered 
a number of surfaces in the library. Now I'm not so naive as to think that the removal of the aforementioned desks will 
eradicate world racism but I do think that it is sick and wrong that the majority of the student population should be 
subjected to that kind of drivel when trying to study 
So what has this to do with racism on campus? Well apart from the fact that it seemed like a cryptic way of intro-
ducing my thoughts on the suoject, it actually really bothers me that staff, students and visitors to our illustrious seat 
of learning see the swastikas and abusive language and form the impression that this is the opinion of the general stu-
dent population, rather than tne inarticulate rantings of a small number of bigoted wankers. Surely we have enough 
work to do trying to combat the general inter/national impression of Queenslanders post-Hanson? I would have 
thought that the University of Qld and its students would be bending over backwards to promote the image of the 
University as a non-racist environment (I guess that positive discrimination is a little too much to hope for). But no, it 
seems not. It's not that I'm being unrealistic. The reality is, living and surviving in a colonised country, many students 
from Indigenous Australian and other cultural heritages will experience racism. 
Here at the University of Qld, racism is an alarmingly regular occurrence. From racial attacks in tutorials to systemic 
racism and more subtle forms of abuse (ie.lack of inclusion, lack of support for indigenous students, lack of support from 
university structures for important multicultural events) racism occurs on a daily basis. This is why it is important for 
you to contact a representative of the University Committee on Racism if you feel you are being discriminated against. 
As well, it would be advisable to call the Anti-Discrimination Commission Qld. Visibility is the key! 
Hopefully in 1999, the Racism Committee is going to conduct a public awareness cam-
paign on the University's racism proceedings and associated issues. It seems clear that 
the processes are not adequately dealing with the problem at the moment. Remember 
racism will not disappear overnight or through silence. Take a proactive stance, report 
racism either to the committee, faculty or student union and insist that the Uni fol-
low your complaint through in a professional manner. And when the graffitti returns 
(which it will), point it out to others, take photos and complain to the library staff. It 
may not stop the racism occurring but It will show that we're not all bigoted and prej-
udiced and we do care. 
Moo Baulch 
©Ifi) 
Have no illusions, racism is alive and well at the University of Qld. This situation will continue if we flo not 
speak out. 
Briefly, on November 5th 1996,1 was racia'ly vilified whilst presenting a class seminar in the English 
Department. There were at least thirty people present who witnessed the incident. 
Over time i met with the then Chair of the Racism Committee, Proftssor Maicolm Thomis and more recently, 
the current Chair, Professor Alan Rix. i was very fortunate to have my friend and advocate Toni Lawson, 
Women's Equal Opportunity Organiser at the Student Union, accompany me. 
The situation v,/as further complicated by the Director of the University Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Unit who without speaking :o me or any other Murris present, recommended to Professor Thomis that i was 
not racially attacked. 
©ampiuis 
Right now, i am in the midst of completing my Masters thesis and working at trying to improve the University'; 
procedures on dealing with racism. 
To this end, recently the acting Women's Area Organiser, Moo Baulch and I met Karen Walters, the Anti-
Discrimination Commissioner and Liz Bond. Consequently i must write a comprehensive report of my experi-
ences of racism at St. Lucia. 
I am thankful that throughout this trauma, i have received support and love from the UQU Women's Area. As 
well the English Department has backed me. Throughout Australia, people, friends and family are waiting to 
see what the outcome wil! be. 
I have been laughed at (in a nice way) and been asked, why waste your time? However racism on this campus has occurred 
since the 1960s. As an older Murri student on campus, i have a responsibility to improve this situation for current and 
future Murri students and staff members. My requests for a resolution are reasonable: a written apology from the Director 
of the Murri and Torres Strait Islander Unit and for the University to reassess its procedures on how to address racism. 
I'll be back in Qld again (at my own expense) in February and in the forthcoming issues of Semper. You will be kept 
informed. 
Thankyou for the opportunity to address this issue. All the best with your studies. And never keep silent on racism, report it 
to the Chair of the Racism Committee, Your Student Union, Anti-Discrimination Commission... however do tell someone 1 
Lisa Bellear (Goernpil) 
MA Creative Writing (Research) 
On the verge of a new millennium and with the centenary of Federation 
looming in the background. Indigenous Australians are stil! under represent-
ed at an unprecedented rate in most social instltjtions with the obvious 
exceptions being the criminal justice and income support systems. The plat-
form that swept John Howard into office "One Nation"- a government for 
all the people not just the most marginalised and disadvantaged minorities, 
has it seems given him the mandate to take radical action to remedy the 
social inequalities that exist in the Education System. 
In December last year the government announced that ABSTUDY would no 
longer exist as of 1st January 2000. This is a devastating blow to the majori-
ty of indigenous Austra ians and surely mjst be viewed as a regressive and 
frankly stupid decision by the government to abolish ABSTUDY and main-
stream payments. The government by attacking two critical areas housing 
and education known empirically to ameliorate social disadvantage, is in 
effect seceding out a ven/ strong message to those non-indigenous 
Australians who are aggrieved by the perceived "advantages" that indige-
nous Australians are said to enjoy 
Level Playing 
Field by Rhonda Kelly 
Unlike, Prime Minister Howard I like many othe'' indigenous Australians do not believe all Australians are equal. One only has to look 
at the exceedingly high rates of unemDloyment, poor health status and the low rates of participation in tertiary education to under-
stand why specialised programs targeting Abor gines are stili required. So who are middle Australia that swept John Howard into 
office in 1996 and gave his government the edge over the Labor party last year. Clearly, there are more than just a few disgruntled, 
disenchanted people who felt they were dealt a poor hand during the politically correct 80s and 90s. You might ask who really cares? 
The danger In adopting a nonchalant attitude to the transformation of social policy previously based on need and a real desire to 
address social Inequities to polices determined by economic rationalist principles- (that is managing more with less) Is that it stifles 
political and social action. 
A review of a number of policy documents pertaining to education and training initiatives targeting Indigenous Australians formulat-
ed around the late seventies heralded the year 2000 as the anticipated date by which indigenous Australians were expected to 
achieve a modicum of social equality with the "other" Australia which seems to coexist with Black Australia. While I guess policy 
makers are committed to meeting targets, it seems that the federal government has accepted the literal Interpretation of a projected 
date. While there have been some Improvements In terms of indigenous people accessing ter-
tiary education, a closer examination of the often skewed commencement and comaletion 
rates tell a very different story. 
You may ask why do so many Indigenous students take longer than normal to complete their 
degrees? or why do we simply opt out of the system altogether? 'he educational pathway for 
indigenous students is often strewn with personal, political and cjltural issues and obliga-
tions that arise from time to time, which I believe are rarely manl'est in the lives of most 
non-indigenous students. Poverty-cultural and "Inancial are common reasons cited oy a 
number of indigenous students for opting out of the education system. There are also enor-
mous pressures from ones own community to co well. 
I recall my nrst experience of university life enrolling in Arts/law i.i 1980 and residing in a 
campus college as my family were residing in Cairns at the time. It was probably the most 
execrable interval In my life. On reflection, it wasn't so much that I was excluded from their 
social millej I simply wasn't included. Clearly, there was a cultural and class divide that 
couldn't be overcome by entry Into such a 'different" environment. Unfortunately, not only 
did I fail the course, but it took mc another ten years lo summon the courage to enrol in an 
arts degree, and a further six years of study to have any sense of Delonging or rather a belief 
that 1 have a right to be here. 
Racism, clearly exists on campus both at a personal level and at a structural level. In the dis-
tant and recent past I have made written complaints on two separate occasions. On the first 
occasion I complained about the behaviour and attitude of a Social Work lecturer who was 
my supervisor at the time. I don't know, perhaps I am an oversensitive, chip ori the shoulder 
type of Murri but I took considerable offence to the following "oh! you mean International 
year of the smart black- it's people like you who are oppressing the real 'Aboriginals' (sic) 
who need the help". To me the statement was clearly racist and there was no ambiguity about 
the naliclous Intent of Lecturer X's words. This particular lecturer was very abusive and on 
another occasion accused me of sexual promiscuity. 
It was Interesting that at the time, the person who was dea ing with the matter chose to fol-
low up on the sexual harassment issue ard not the Issue of racial vilification. There was an 
internal investigation and the outcome was-" this matter has been investigated and further 
action Is not required". What I learnt from this experience was A) not to trust the system and 
B) net to trust people in equity type roles who are good at mouthing equity and access rhet-
oric ad nauseam. Because they're the ones most likely to be debilitated when they're con-
fronted with a situation that requires action. 
The second incident occurred in the first year of my Masters Course. There was one mature 
aged student who increasingly became more obnoxious as the semester progressed. By sec-
ond semester, I'd had enough of her ill-informed commentaries about why Aborigines were in 
the state they were in. Whenever I talked she would roll her eyes, and she would often divert 
"The only thing worse than being talked about is not 
being talked about... and VSU." 
Oscar Wilde 
the discussion if it touched on indigenous issues (it's a Health Science degree). And as time 
went on, it became Increasingly difficult for her to contain herself When I did lodge a com-
plaint to the head of my department I received an excellent response, and basically he left It 
up to me, if I wanted to pursue the matter further, I decided not to. I did however raise the 
issue with my lecturer, and in turn she talked to tne student concerned. The outcome again, 
was not what I had anticipated the student who was usually very opinionated, and brash In 
class became mute. I became uncomfortable, and the lecturer may have felt partly responsi-
ble, because they failed to Intervene earlier simply because she was unav;are that there was a 
problem. There was no win/lose situation here- both parties lost. 
Racism, exists throughout the ecucation system simply because like any other political and 
social institution it represents the interests of white middle class Australia. To a large extent 
It Is the educational and academic elites who shape and influence the meaning of cultural 
identity and the reproduction of racisms. An issue that frequently confronts indigenous stu-
dents is that they are often faced with a situation in class where they are expected to <now 
everything about all matters pertaining to the indigenous sphere. Some Murris feel a sense of 
shame when they're put on the spot and they don't know the answers to often obtuse ques-
tions. While others mischievously make up some contrived answer and have a good laugh 
afterwards. And some of us, challenge those who would like to believe that Indigenous cul-
ture is so simplistic and static that v/e all possess an In depth knowledge about a range of 
topics from Aboriginal art to Native title. 
The quest to rediscover/reinvent or maintain an indigenous identity in the face of pressure to 
assimilate is a contentions Issue. The power inherent in the politics of representation and 
control over tf^ e means of representation is what motivates a number of indigenous people 
and students to critique certain cultural paradigms and western constructs that have pre-
vailed post invasion. It is Interesting that in recent years there's been an outcry from a num-
ber of academics (a couple from this campus} who claim that essentialism reinforces racism 
and stereotyping, at a time when the numbers of indigenous students in higher education 
are increasing. Strategic essentialism, enables us to have some control over our lives. And 
v^hile some indigenous academics support non-Indigenous people teaching in the field of 
Aboriginal studies as an Integral part of the reconciliation process, 
There is growing concern that some of them can take this high moral ground because they've 
secured their status as "Expert Blacks". But what about the other aspiring or wojId be Murri 
academics who find themselves gate kept out of the domain by black arm band liberals who 
want to help Aborigines, and who are often validated by those of us who are not politically 
astute enough to understand that there is pov/er in controlling the means of indigenous rep-
resentation. Knowledge is power, and while there have been sites of resistance with regards 
to maintaining cultural knowledge and sometimes reinventing cultural knowledge (much to 
the social anthropologists chagrin) these strategies have been and continue to be essential 
for cultural survival and i.n the development of an indigenous epistemology. Saaly, though 
there are still too many Aaorlgines in the domain of academia and the public sector who are 
in the infant-parent stage, in which they constantly need affirmation and validation and 
patronage from white experts to gauge if they are doing It right or not 
Finally, it is misleading for people to suggest that there is an equal playing field In which 
black and whites can come together and bridge the chasm that currently exists Detween 
black and mainstream Australia. For instance how do you console a hard working masters 
student, when they enquire about applying for an equity scholarship only to be told by an 
administrator "1 wouldn't bother, because they're very compet tive'l Or try and tell an indige-
nous researcher not to worry, after a non-Irdigenous adviser whose made a livelihood out of 
examining the "other" In Aboriginal Affairs, 'eads them the riot act about copyright issues 
post interview. There Is no level playing field, as the balance or' power is clearly tilted in 
favour of the white estab ishment. In the education system, this is evidenced by the lack of 
representation of Indigenous Australians throughout most educational institutions in this 
country and the low numbers (0.3%) of Indigenous postgraduate students. 
And while there are some very enlightened and committed non-aboriginal people out there 
who will not talk or act on behalf of Aboriginal people, they are clearly in the minority. 
Unfortunately the Indigerous sphere continues to attract non-indigenous people from the 
three M club, missionaries, mercenaries and misfits, who set the agenda and fight the cru-
sade. 
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Carry All Portfolios 
We have taken the 
artist and designer 
portfolio a step further. 
• carry straps 
• added Kangaroo-.stylc 
pocket on the front 
• keep small tools or 
calculators in reach 
• colours - black, 
blue, leal, emerald, 
purple, plum 
ADDED BONUS 
Insert as shown included in the price 
*Tools, T-Square and lube shown not included 
Colour Pencil Easel 
No more worn out pencil boxes and bags 
Tliis advanced design pencil case is the 
answer to your dreams 
• pencils stays organised and protected 
• folds Hat for travel 
• converts lo stand-up holder for studio 
• sturdy Velcro closure and carry strap 
• waterproof repellent fabric 
• 48. 72, 96 or 120 pencil capacity 
• black, blue. teal, emerald, purple, plum 
Convertible Portfolio 
Backpacked, over the shoulder or hand 
carried portfolio. 
Simple adjustments on this practical 
portfolio make it possible lo carry by hand, 
be worn over the shoulder, or as a backpack. 
• detachable handles 
• buckled straps 
• internal zipper pockets 
• water repellent 
• made from 1800 Denier 
vinyl coated 
• available in black 
or hunter green 
Zipper closure allows portfolio 
to lie Hat on surface when in an 
open position. 
ADDED BONUS 
Inssn as shown 
included in the 
price 
*Tools not 
included 
Extra inserts 
may be 
purchased 
separately 
Find these products and many more 
when you visit our website at: 
www.artland.com.au 
email: Jnfo@artland.com.au 
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An afternoon -^ i^  
Two of your union office bearers, Sarah McBratney and Matt Collins, caught 
up with the media-lovin' South Australian Senator Natasha Stott-Despoja 
when she was in town last month. She had a lot to confess about her student 
days in politics, the GST and her secret National Party ambitions. 
We are sitting in Queensland Senator Andrew Bartlett's trendy amemberof the academic life on campus. Thepointof entry is the 
Valley offices waiting for Natasha Stott-Despoja. She is late. But point of choice. If you decide to go, then you contribute financial-
after thirty minutes of waiting, we make out Natasha running from ly in the form of a union fee and the services and values that you 
the car park to our interview. It's not the kind of thing you expect get is a range of things. It can be subsidised services from child 
Senators to do. Yet she still manages to maintain her composure care to catering or it can be a fundamental protection, an advoca-
and media savvy. Wow. Somehow we don't think Senator Bronwyn cy of your rights, whether it's through welfare or an education per-
Bishop could manage the same feat. spective or whether it's through the student newspaper. There are 
so many aspects and 1 think that's what's been lost in this debate. 
Semper: So, I understand you were President of Adelaide 
University in your student days. Tell us about that? Semper: The inherent nature of a flat tax such as the GST is 
to regressively tax low income earners proportionately more than 
NSD: 1 got involved in the student movement when 1 got high income earners. With students invariably being low income 
to campus primarily motivated by the fees issues. Most of my early earners, why are the Democrats publicly supporting many elements 
campus days were spent doing student activist work, and then 1 of the GST? 
really continued my involvement in the v/omen's movement - I was 
women's officer on campus, things like that. It was in my final NSD: We've been prepared to keep an open mind on tax-
years on campus that I moved into being prez of the Students ation reform generally, and that specifically the GST might be one 
Association. It was unusual for a women's officer to become pres- component of that. That's why we initiated the inquiries because 
ident - its was nice to combine an interest in feminism and we wanted to prove once and for all what impact the government 
women's issues and also being involved in advocacy and students' design of the GST has on a range of groups in society, specifically 
rights on campus. It was interesting and challenging to be involved low income earners. Obviously indirect taxes by their very nature 
in political campaigns - they ranged from everything from Blue are regressive. They have an impact on a range of groups. But I 
Stocking Week to campaigning against overcrowding through to have grave concerns about a tax that will impact harshly on low 
organising rallies and protests against fees and charges. It was an income earners, or those who are less privileged, or people like stu-
interesting time - probably not as exciting as the late 80s on cam- dents who don't have a great deal of money flowing, 
pus where there was that reenergising of activism - getting stu-
dents out on the streets is hard for understandable reasons. Most Semper: Will the Democrats vote against the GST if students 
people have got tutorial during their lunch time and hefty bills and and other socially and economically disadvantaged groups are not 
fees to pay so taking time out to protest no matter how important more adequately compensated? 
the issue is a big ask, and hence my commitment to universal access 
and membership of student organisations. I feel ve.7 strongly NSD: The fundamental issues that are non-negotiable for 
about the rights of student organisations and that they should be us are; no GST on food, a compensation package if the GST is 
protected and enshrined in federal law. implemented, and a range of other things including that there was-
n't an adverse impact on particular groups and I think that in its 
Semper: What value do you think student organisations current form I'd vote against it. Economically it's unsustainable -
bring to their campuses? let alone the fact that it doesn't take into account the environment 
and disadvantaged groups. 
NSD: There are so many. I've been trying to explain why 
VSU and the concept of it being choice is a complete furphy, it's Semper: When students graduate they will enter a labour 
actuallyabout limiting choice. Of course, people say: "if you choose market that features high levels of job insecurity. How can the 
to go to campus why should you have to pay this money?" I've Democrats justify an industrial relations policy that supports the 
never divorced being a member of student organisation from being union hostile Workplace Relations Act when trade unions are one of 
Watch out Rugrats: VSU is after you! 
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the only genuine mechanisms 
to further job security in the 
workplace? 
NSD: It was a 
challenging time forme 
as a legislator because 
I voted with my party 
and one of the ratio-
nales we used for 
supporting some of 
the very good 
changes that we 
made (was that) we 
amended it in a way 
that it was no longer 
draconian but it still 
has regressive aspects 
to it. I have quite strong 
viev^ /s on trade unionism 
and those views go from 
one extreme to the other in 
our party room. The intention 
was never to support a hostile 
environment towards trade unions, 
in fact it was to ameliorate a piece of 
legislation that I believe would have gone 
through probably after a double dissolution. 
Semper: Sections of the ALP have a clear 
guiding vision for how they would ideally reorgan-
" W E A M E N D L D THE 'se society, namely along 
social democratic lines. 
WORKPLACE RELATIONS ACT ^'-^''^^IY' ^^"V '^^ ^^ '^^  ''^ 
guided by a commitment to 
!N A WAY THAT IT WAS NO 
LONGER DRACONIAN BUT IT 
STILL HAS REGRESSIVE 
ASPECTS TO IT." 
unfettered markets and the 
individual. What is Natasha 
Stott-Despoja's guiding vision 
for the reorganisation of soci-
ety? 
NSD: P e r h a p s 
more broadly I'll give the 
Democrat vision. We are dif-
ficult to place on an ideological spectrum because 
... we are not blindly driven by some kind of ideol-
ogy or a political theory. There are at least three 
fundamentals to which we all adhere - and that is 
ecologically sustainable development... there's a 
commitment to democracy which is where we 
come into accountability and keeping the bastards 
honest, that well worn phrase. The other side is 
social justice, a commitment to making things 
fairer That means a progressive taxation system 
and also looking at specific rights of traditionally 
under -
represent-
ed or less 
p o w e r f u l 
groups, whether it's 
indigenous, young peo-
ple, students, women, people with 
disabilities, we have a gay and lesbian policy. A 
commitment to sustainability, democracy and 
social justice, and that is the thing that unites us 
all . 
Semper: Finally, as lowly denizens of the 
student media who are always looking for that 
elusive scoop to rocket us to fame, fortune and a 
Woman's Day cover, I'o like to ask you this. One of 
your old comrades, David Sag, told the Australian 
you were just as capable of "doing a Kernot". With 
this in mind I'd like to offer you this ALP member-
ship form. How about it? 
NSD: I'm sorry, but 1 can't give you the 
scoop you're after. You know, I've got this pile of 
membership forms that people keep sending me -
I've got a Greens Pile, a Labor pile and a Liberal 
pile. Obviously the National Party just haven't 
clicked yet that that's where my true allegiance 
lies. 
m 
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How VOLUNTARY STUDENT UNIONISM WILL 
IMPROVE YOUR UNION... 
Every year, we're forced to pay a union fee upon 
enrolment. If we don't pay, we don't graduate. 
The union fee is used to fund various student 
services like the Stjdents Council, the Sports 
Union, and businesses like the uni caf and the 
Cement Box. 
The thing is we don't have a choice. Even if we 
don't use any of these services, we still have to 
pay for them, and the problem with this is that 
the union could do 
whatever it wants 
with our money - it 
could hire a trapeze 
troupe of Amazonian 
monkeys to so somer-
saults on the uni bar 
al Happy Hour, or 
donate thousands of 
dollars to fight the 
satanists -
McDonalds and 
Capitalism - and yet 
it would still be guar-
anteed its funding 
the next year. 
Because its funding is 
compulsory. 
these funds went 
towards wages and 
administration, not 
including the wages of 
the elected office 
bearers. That's a lot of 
money not being spent 
on the essential servic-
es we are always hear-
ing the union claims it 
provides. 
If however, member-
ship was voluntary, 
and we didn't like the 
way they spent our 
money, we could with-
draw our membership. 
We would be sending a 
message to the stu-
dent politicians that 
we're not happy with 
the way they're run-
ning things, and we'll 
join again when they 
start delivering the 
services that we want. 
"'BUtVaivrillbe 
t he end of student 
representation/ 
The fro Ii citing, 
gaity^ drunltenness 
and other such 
That, in a nutshell, is voluntary 
student unionism. It is a way 
making the Union listen to us; i 
they don't listen, then we won 
join. 
In effect, VSU forces unions to 
be more responsive to the needs 
and desires of its membership. 
the or\ly unions which should be 
concerned by VSU, are those 
unions which are wasting 
on things that students do 
want use or need 
If students don't like I ' ^ v ^ ^ f ^ 
having Amazonian iy-:if^:iJ^r^S&^ 
monkeys dancing on p-.:u.#V«t»s^Si 
their bar, then they ^•..a-jfcr^-.t&sr^l 
shouldnt have to 
pay for them. 
societies and they still have student newspspers. 
The only difference is that Western Australian 
student unions realised very quickly that the only 
way they were going to get students to join their 
unions was if they delivered the services that stu-
dents genuinely wanted. 
That's the beauty of VSU. Student Unions have 
actually improved under a VSU regime. 
The problem is that the sorts of students who 
come out in favour of compulsory student union-
ism are those very students who rely most on it: 
the student politicians. Because if we get VSU, 
then all of a sudden they might have to actually 
start working for their money; they might have to 
start listening to what students really want from 
their union. 
So give us a break. Why don't t.ne unions trust us 
to make up our own mind as to whether we 
believe a union is worth joining or not? At the 
end of the day, by making it compulsory, the 
union is effectively saying that we are not capa-
ble of determining whether it is in our best inter-
ests to join. "We know what's best for you, so 
we'll make that decision for you." 
'But VSU will be the 
end of student rep-
resentation! The 
frolicking, gaity, 
a c t i v i t i e s t h a t a r e drunkenness and 
iv,+ « « i + ^ + u » other such activities 
integralto the 
broader university 
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And if we don't 
approve of the way 
they're spending our 
money, wc can just 
get stuffed. 
experience willbe 
gone forever' cry 
student polit ic ians 
such asu«|J 
president fron h i s 
a i r conditioned 
office in the 
Students Union." 
that are integral to ;''^;'• vH: ^• '^^ ••' 
the broader universi- iS;:::.i^'t;::.'j2:.: 
ty experience will be gone forever,' cry 
student politicians sucn as UQU 
President from his air conditioned 
office in the Students Union. 
Wrong on all accounts. Just look at 
the Western Australian experience. 
In 1998, at the 
University of 
Queensland, the 
Union allocated 
$144,000 to the 
Welfare area, 
$130,000 to Women's Equal Opportunity area, 
$47,000 to Queer Sexuality Collective ft $80,000 
to the Education area. Approximately BWo of 
In WA, they have had VSU for several 
years now. Not only have union fees 
dropped (at the University of Western 
Australia for instance, the fee was 
$154 under compulsory student 
unionism, and is now only$60), but 
student representation is as strong as 
it has ever been, and student life has not in any 
way deteriorated. Western Australian students 
still go on bar crawls; they still have clubs and 
Instead, they should be asking the question 
"What is it that we can do to make it worth your 
while to join our union?" The ojly way that we 
can get them asking this sort of question is if 
membership is voluntary. 
As simple as that, 
By Nathalie Samia, Liberal student. 
NB: This article can only be reproduced or 
reprinted in its entirety unless express authority is 
received from the author, 
Nathalie, we faithfully reproduced all of your arti-
cle, right down to the dodgy grammar - Ed. 
^^^^^m I have to sell lemonade to fund my student union. i 
HOW VOLUNTARY STUDENT UNIONISM WILL 
DESTROY OUR UNION, A RESPONSE TO 
NATHALIE SAMIA.. . 
So. you've read a Uberal student's view of VSU 
and you think it sounds ok, do you? No more 
student services charge, no more paying for 
troupes of Amazonian monkeys? Well, let's put 
aside these nyths and exaggerations and talk 
about the reality of VSU and what it would mean 
for our student union. 
MYTH: Students should have a choice whether or 
not they join their union, because not all stu-
dents use the union's services. 
REALITY; Whether they realise it or not, every stu-
dent at UQ benefits from the work of the union 
and the services wc provide. If you have ever 
eaten at a refec, seen a movie for $4 at the 
Schonell, or bought/sold a second hand textbook, 
you have used a union service. But the work that 
you never see and rarely hear about is the repre-
sentative side of the union. All of the important 
decisions regarding your education at UQ are 
made on a series of university committees, and 
on each of these the union places a student rep-
resentative to argue the students' case against 
the university bureaucracy. Even if you are an 
external student who has never set foot on cam-
pus, you benefit from this representation. Ever/ 
student also benefits from having the union as a 
safety net: to offer you emergency loans, coun-
selling and advocacy sen/ices should the unex-
pected transpire. So what's VSU got to do with 
all this? VSU will mean a huge cut to our budg-
et, and so all of these services, from which every 
stucfe/rt benefits, may be lost. 
MYTH: The Union can do whatever it wants with 
students' money 
REALirr: The Union's budget must go through a 
comprehensive review process, which includes it 
being approved by union council as well as by the 
University The University is usually respectful of 
our autonomy as students, but they would draw 
the line if we were spending all of students' 
money on troupes of Amazonian monkeys or a 
campaign against McDonalds. 
MYTH: If students don't approve of the way their 
money is spent by the union, they can "get 
stuffed". Under VSU, however, this problem is 
solved because students can just withdraw their 
funds in protest. 
REALITY: A mechanism already exists for express-
ing dissent at what they union does: it's called 
ELECTIONS. If you don't like what the union's 
done in the past year, the solution is simple: YOU 
VOTE THEM OUT! If you think you can run the 
union better, you could actually RUN FOR ELEC-
TION YOURSELF! Withdrawing your money in 
protest is illogical: if your aim is to improve your 
union as Nathalie claims it is, the withdrawal of 
funds in this way means the union must cut its 
services. There may not be any union to come 
back to when you change you'- mind. 
MYTH: The UQ Union spends a lot of money on 
non-essential services. 
REALITY: The amounts from the 1998 budget 
which Nathalie quoted are correct. This means 
that each of you paid a tiny $5.90 to have a 
Welfare Area, $1.93 to have a Queer Sexuality 
Area, $3.28 for the Education Area, and each 
woman student pays $10.66 for the Women's 
Area. As Nathalie noted, the majority of these 
funds goes to the employment of professional 
student support staff, such as the Welfare 
Officer, Employment Officer, the Queer Sexuality 
Facilitator, the Women's Equal Opportunity 
Organiser, and the Education Resource Officer. 
Some of these staff members' roles respectively 
include; going before 
the Social Security 
Appeals Tribunal to 
advocate for students 
who have been denied 
Youth Allowance/ 
Austudy, finding stu-
dents jobs and advis-
ing them if they have 
problems v/ith their 
employer, counselling 
and supporting (some-
times suicidal) queer 
or confused students, 
counselling both male 
and female students 
on sexual harassment, 
unplanned pregnancy 
rape and domestic violence, and advocating for 
students who have been excluded from uni, or 
accused of cheating/plagiarism. Essential servic-
es if ever they existed! Even if you have neve,' 
used any of these, they are tnere as a safety net 
if you or a friend ever need them, but if VSU is 
implemented, they may disappear. 
MYTH: VSU has improved student unions in WA. 
REALITY: 1 knew this was an outrageous claim, but 
for confirmation I rang up Phil Harold, the 
President of Murdoch Uni Student Guild in WA. 
His response to Nathalie's claim that VSU had 
improved unions in WA? "Total crap!" Murdoch 
utilised by providing the services for students 
which proponents of VSU so vehemently believe 
are lacking, 
MYTH: The only people who oppose VSU are "stu-
dent politicians" because we're scared that if VSU 
comes in, we "might have to actually start work-
ing for our 
money" and "lis-
tening to what 
students really 
want from their 
union". 
** gvery s ingle student bene -
fits frcm having ana ctive 
student union, wh eth er it's by 
eating cheaply, through the 
union's uns eenwoJit on univer-
sity coumttees, or-by using 
thee^^ertise of the union's 
professionalsupport staff. ** 
Uni has only about 9000 students, compared to 
UQ's 27 000, and the drop in funding of about 
$500 000 pa has been devastating. Services like 
free bands, BBQs, and cheap nights out (like the 
Big Gig and outdoor movies) have gone, they only 
have one full time staff member, the prices in 
their refecs have risen, and tney can no longer 
provide services like childcare. Instead of 
focussing on "what students really want", they 
have to focus on survival. Some of their budget 
must go on advertising to get members. This is 
students' money which could be far better 
Reality: Anyone 
who recognises 
the vital role that 
student unions 
play in providing 
services, support 
and representa-
tion for ALL stu-
dents knows that 
VSU will cripple 
student unions. 
For this reason the Australian Vice Chancellors' 
Committee (AVCC) fully supports universal stu-
dent unionism. For this reason High Courts 
across the country have consistently rejected 
Liberal students' challenges to automatic mem-
bership of student unions. And as for working for 
our money and listening to students, forgive me 
if I start to rant here, but we dol You'd be hard 
pressed to find one member of the UQ Union 
executive who has not this year already worked 
far in excess of our paid 20 or 40 hours per week. 
None of us has the time to study full time, if at 
all. And listening to students is one of our great-
est priorities. Some of our initiatives so far: the 
Union Can Help campaign, the Class Reps' 
Network, and the Union 
Info Stall in Main Refec 
were specifically envis-
aged as a way to further 
the communication 
between the Union and 
the student body 
Liberal students think the 
way to improve the union 
is to make it struggle for 
members and funding. 
But it's just not "as sim-
ple as that". Every single 
student benefits from 
having an active student 
union, whether it's by 
eating cheaply through 
the union's unseen work 
on university committees, 
or by using the expertise 
of the union's profession-
al support staff. The way 
to improve your union is 
, ••' not to withdraw its fund-
•' -. , ing in protest. Instead, 
be constructive in your 
• - : • criticism of the union. 
Get involved in the Class Reps' Network, or come 
up and tell us what you want from us. Vote in 
the annual general elections in September, or 
even consider running yourself Whatever you 
do, don't believe the rhetoric of Liberal students. 
Their agenda is not to improve student uniors, 
but to see them destroyed. 
By Sarah McBratney 
Education Vice President, UQ Union. 
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VOLUNTARY STUDENT UNIONISM -
AN AHACK ON DEMOCRACY. W E 
WON'T BE SILENCED. 
WHAT IS VSU? 
On December 19 last yeat federal edu-
cation minister Dr David Kemp 
announced that the government would 
be introducing "Voluntary Student 
Unionism" (VSU) legislation in this sit-
ting of Parliament 
In announcing his plans, Kemp wants us 
to believe that the Coalition is standing 
up for democracy in a crusade to free 
students from the tyranny of "compul-
sory" student organisation membership. 
Kemp's press release, for example, 
states: "All citizens, including students, 
should be free to chooses whether or 
not they belong to an association. 
University students on most Australian 
campuses are currently required to join 
student associations whether they want 
to or not The Government will legislate 
to ensure that all students have the 
same freedoms on campus that they 
have off campus." 
This is all smokescreen. Kemp and his 
government have not the slightest 
interest in "freedom on campus". In 
fact if it is introduced, voluntary stu-
dent unionism will be a body-blow to 
such freedom. It will undermine the 
existence of student organisations and 
the ability of students to defend them-
selves from a government hell-bent on 
making life difficult for us. 
Stripped of the rhetoric, VSU is an 
attack on democracy, pure and simple. 
Is MEMBERSHIP COMPULSORY? 
It is false to argue that membership of a 
student organisation involves any ele-
ment of compulsion. It doesn't 
Students already have the right if they 
so desire, to "opt out" of membership 
and resign. Student unions do, however, 
regard all students as their members 
unless they state otherwise; that's what 
"universal membership" means. All stu-
dents have the right to vote in student 
union elections, use union services and 
facilities and participate in the cam-
paigns of the union. Student unions 
and organisations exist as a recognition 
that students have common interests: 
for free education that is open for all, 
for fair academic treatment etc and that 
there is a need for an organisation 
which embodies that common interest 
That's a far cry from the Coalition's 
claims of students being conscripted 
into student organisations. 
WHO GETS THE FEES? 
What is compulsory is the payment of 
certain fees (most commonly called 
general service fees) to university 
administrations. These fees are set and 
levied by the universities, non-payment 
is enforced by the universities. Over the 
years, student unions have managed to 
win the principle that, if students have 
to pay fees, then the least that should 
happen is that democratically elected 
student organisations, representing all 
students, should administer and contro\ 
that money and that the services and 
facilities should be run by students. 
Kemp, in his media release, claims that 
"university unions or guilds that require 
compulsory membership currently 
charge annual fees ranging from $180 
to $350." This is untrue. This lie is at 
the heart of the government's rhetoric 
for "voluntary student unionism". 
The Coalition is not Interested in abol-
ishing compulsory fees per se; they're 
just opposed to those fees winding up in 
the hands of democratically elected stu-
dent organisations. This is clear from 
Kemp's 21 December 1998 press release: 
"Universities will be able to levy fees 
directly related to the provision of edu-
cational services." 
Where is the democracy in allowing 
services such as child-care, drama and 
food to be controlled by unelected and 
therefore unaccountable administrations 
rather than democratically elected stu-
dent organisations? If such fees are to 
be levied, then students should control 
how they're spent 
FREEDOMS ON CAMPUS? 
The real attacks on student choices and 
freedoms are not coming from student 
organisations, but the Liberal govern-
ment itself. In the form of more fees, 
less staff and less courses. Kemp and 
the Coalition are clearly not interested 
in promoting freedoms on campus. 
Since the Liberals were elected in 1996, 
they have made every effort to hinder 
students' freedoms: 
*Their 5% cut in operating grants and 
deregulation of the undergraduate fees 
has moved us further towards an educa-
tion system where only the rich and 
those that can afford to pay for their 
education get access. 
"The participation of Aborigines and 
Torres Strait Islanders in higher educa-
tion has been seriously eroded by first 
the reduction and now the abolition of 
Abstudy 
"They've guaranteed the "freedom" to 
live in poverty with the "Youth 
Allowance", even increasing the age at 
which students are judged "independ-
ent" and worthy of the full (even then 
measly) benefit 
And most hypocritically of all, whilst 
they rail against "compulsory fees" for 
student union membership, the 
Coalition are the biggest advocates of 
introducing real, compulsory fees for 
undergraduate students' degrees. And 
such fees won't be "between $180 and 
$350", they'll be in the thousands and 
tens of thousands. 
BEYOND THE RHETORIC... 
"We do not want compulsory student 
moneys flowing out to Antl-Kennett and 
anti-Coalition campaigns and other 
fringe activities of the hard Student left 
Compulsory Student Unions prop up the 
Left..." (leaked Victorian Liberal Party 
briefing document) 
The real purpose of "voluntary student 
unionism"iegislation, stripped of its 
rhetoric of "choice". Is to muzzle stu-
dent organisations, to undercut their 
funding base and to Isolate them from 
students. The real motive is to prevent 
students, and their unions, organising 
against regressive government policy in 
higher education and in society general-
ly. 
The main reason student unions have 
come under attack is the role they have 
played in supporting campaigns around 
a range of progressive causes on and off 
campus and that student unions have 
been, very obviously amongst the most 
vocal opponents of government policy. 
For the government, it's payback time. 
Far from being the champions of 
democracy the Coalition have a proven 
track record to the contrary. Think 
"MUA"... The images of men in black bal-
aclavas and dogs keeping the workers 
off the docks were a stark wake up call 
to all of us; they showed the extent of 
the Coalition's commitment to union 
busting. 
VSU is an attack on democracy Student 
unions not only have a right to be polit-
ical but need to be if they are to defend 
students' interests effectively 
"Voluntary student unionism" is a clear, 
unequivocal attempt to end the threat 
student unions pose to a viciously unde-
mocratic government 
Refer Robson and Ruth Ratcliffe are 
both members of Resistance, Peter is 
also a member of NUSQ education com-
mittee. 
By Peter Robson and Ruth Ratcliffe, 
socialists.. 
The Student Union plotting against VSU 
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when everything is failing apart... 
Last year during the eating disorders awareness week, 
Joanne Blair, of the Eating Disorders Association said, 
" People think that those Vi/Ith Eating Disorders 
are rare; however, it Is women who are content 
with their natural body shape and their relation-
ship with food that are actually the minority." 
This Is especially the case for women in tertiary education, 
for whom studies consistently show up to a 5 times higher 
rate of eating disorders and body Image distortion com-
pared to working women. 
Joanne Blair also said, "The Australian Longitudinal 
Women's Health Study surveyed 1500 women, aged 18 -22. 
Over 25% had serious eating problems. It revealed that 
twice as many women will develop anorexia nervosa than 
insulin dependant diabetes. 29% of those surveyed were 
seriously underweight." 
Women are more unhappy with their bodies than ever 
before. In one study women chose to lose 3-5 kg over 
anything else, even success in love or work. Another 
showed that more women fear being fat more than death. 
At any one time, 60% of women are on a diet planning or 
breaking a diet 
Conservative estimates relate that in Queensland there are 
12 000 known bulimics and another 20 000- 30 000 who 
conceal their disease. There are 3 000 known sufferers of 
anorexia. Tens of thousands suffer from binge eating dis-
orders and other unspecified eating disorders. 
These numbers are frightening when it is considered that 
Anorexia Nervosa, for example, has a death rate of up to 
19%. Other symptoms include hypothermia, impaired 
heartbeat infertility and osteoporosis. Bulimics are at risk 
to dehydration, electrolyte Imbalance, epileptic seizures, 
abnormal heart rhythm and death. 
Both have symptoms of tooth erosion, hiatal hernia, abrad-
ed oesophagus, kidney failure and death. Over ten years, 
50% of anorexics will remain significantly unwell, 20% will 
have made some recovery and 5% will have committed sui-
cide. Treatment for bulimia will fail 40% of the time, with 
many remaining ill in some way for the rest of their lives. 
The current cultural obsession with thinness creates an 
environment where vulnerable people can be enticed into a 
disordered relationship with food and eating. It can almost 
be described as a language for women to express their 
underlying issues in their lives. An eating disorder, similar 
to substance abuse. Is the best strategy the survivor has of 
dealing with their problems at the time. 
An eating disorder can be seen as an attempt to regain 
control over their lives. This private sphere is used as the 
expression of the tensions in their lives where otherwise 
they feel powerless. Jenny Gilmore of the Social Work 
department has worked with women with eating issues for 
many years with the ISIS centre for women's action on eat-
ing issues. She once told me that almost every v;oman 
with these issues that she sees just want to be asked (in 
the appropriate manner), "why do you have an eating dis-
order?" 
The causes of eating disorders are richly varied and often a 
complex interaction between such factors as family envi-
ronments and expectations, a loss of power or control in 
their lives, damaged self concept, alienation from their 
body and cultural factors (such as fat phobIa}l. 
UQ has an Eating Issues and Body Image Support Group 
that is associated with and funded by the Women's Area of 
the Student Union. Last year, there Vi/ere over 70 people on 
the mailing list, as well as many participants in its varied 
events. These included a performance evening in the 
Valley, an information evening, as well as market stalls and 
poster campaigns. There are also ongoing weekly support 
sessions, which provide a friendly, non-judgmental forum 
for women to begin exploring their issues with body image 
and eating. There are opportunities to develop skills such 
as counselling, vniting and massage. Our strong networks 
and information sharing inspire confidence and therapeutic 
change to break ingrained mental and physical habits. We 
also produce an independent publication called Eclair, 
which is humorous, intriguing and thought provoking, 
which the wider community can contribute to and benefit 
from. Oh, and we also have lots and lots of fun, playing 
games. 
So if you would like to be Involved in any way from joining 
the mailing list to coming to some support group sessions, 
then call HANNA 3377 2344, who is the women's area vice 
president or TONI 3377 2242 the women's area organiser. 
Otherwise, look out for our stalls at the o-week and recov-
ery week markets, or visit the women's room (above the 
lolly shop) and look for notices. 
1 Catherine Black and Joanne Symes (1998) Group Work 
y/ith Women vvjth Eating Disorders: A Partnership 
approach. Report to Queensland Health, Mental Health. 
by janette hull 
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w VSU clubs baby seals for fun M: 
What is it about the act of urination (or elimination, as It may be) that drives 
some of us who are boastful, vengeful, philosophical, or just confused, to share 
our innermost thoughts with the next person who comes along to urinate (or 
eliminate, as it may be}? Is it the solitude, and the solidarity that we feel, alone 
in the cubicle, knowing that we are surrounded by members of our own sex? 
(s it the anonymity, the secrecy or the illegality of the act? 
The pleasure of making a mark that will not be flushed away when we flush the 
toilet? 
in the toilets of the University of Queensland there is graffiti to represent (and 
offend) a wide range of people: Christians, atheists, anti-abortionists, pro-
choicers, feminists, sexists, my-dick-is-huge-ists, racial supremacists, egalitarians, 
virgins, spiritualists, lesbians, environmentalists, politicians, homophobes, 
voyeurs... 
The graffiti tells its own story. 
And seeing most o^you will never see half of the graffiti that exists, at least in 
your average daily travels, I've brought it out to you. 
1 recommend that, if you can, you should get around to seeing the real thing. 
Doubtless some of the graffiti will make you cringe, but it does lurk in the cubi-
cles, and what you don't know can hurt you. 
Enjoy the picture tour. 
Toilet 
Was this board erected purely to fulfi female lusts to fill it? The photo does not 
00 It justice. This gem can be found in the women's on floor four in Michie. 
Topics cover sex and how good or bad it Is, lesbian sex, loving yourself and others, 
and various other topics. The colour is stunning. 
This indicates a very relaxed attitude, Did It not occur to this person that if half the 
population take a deep breath and look at the sky all their lives, while the other half cut 
down trees „. they might not be around for very long. 
Don't get so caught up in it all. Go outside, look at the sky and the trees. (They'll be here 
long after you and all you care about is gone) Then take a deep breath, look a complete 
stranger in the eye and SMILE. 
A bad joke from a misogynist who can't spell. What does that say about his IQ? The 
joke was in Prentice men's. Rather sad, this individual. He must have terribly low 
self-esteem to try so hard to put others down in order to make himself feel like a 'real 
man' 
\Nhy do Sumos shave their legs? 
To tell them apart from the femminists! (sic) 
;;-; : A .-,^  - ^ ^ -^^ - -«^ 
WW CAN'T 
WE ALL TH/5r 
LOVE 51 
God. If nothing else, the concept inspires heartfelt graffiti. Prentice mens. 
Oh God! Why don't you save the Africans from starvation, your ser^aiHs from cancer or the 
innocent childrerr from wars and waste, if you are so powerful and omnipotent? 
Oh Great father, why are there so many innocent victims of violence and disease, including 
those who have worshipped you faithfully and humbly all their lives? 
I have given you ail free will. It would be wrong of me to interfere! 
A person's free will has nothing to do with them starving or dying of cancer you moron! 
Does God give us cancer, then, fuckwit? 
So your image of God is just a dickhead watching our lives like T.V? 
You call God omnipotent, but you also know he never uses his power to help what he appar-
rently created 
etc. etc. etc.... 
Graffiti 
This one is intense. Why? Did you? Don't Talk to someone. Why did no one write 
back? Steele, women's. 
The environment I agree with the reply. What isn't political does nothing. Steele, 
women's. 
Why must these socialists persist I'm all for the environment its just the politics that 
are stupid. 
What the fuck do you mean? You can't be 'all for the environment' but think environ-
mentalists are stupid 4 engaging in politics. Politics & governments' actions affect us 
all. The only way to make a difference is to play their game and act politically 
HIY 
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SPECIAL 
SPECTACLES AND 
CONTACT LENSES 
FOR STUDENTS 
AND STAFF 
• Fashion Frames with 
single vision lenses 
from $130.00 
• Disposable contact 
lenses 3 month kit 
$80.00 
• Vision Examinations 
arranged and bulk 
billed where eligible 
QUALITY, VALUE, SERVICE 
Available at Precision Eyewear 
Union Building - University of Qid 
St Lucia 
PH: 3870 4725 
•Conditions apply 
PLEASE PRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY ID CARD 
*M%(a) That could be me !!! 
P . :^ ^ ' .1 ",^  Have You taken a risk ? ' v. ;'' 
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A virgin support group. An interesting contrast to the HIV awareness poster. There 
does seem to be a greater sense of community and care in the women's toilets 
Can anyone tell me why I am a social outcast just because I am a virgin? 
Hope not cause I am too 
Me too 
It's good to know I'm not alone, cause I am too. 
And so you're not (outcast) 
Good on you! Don't fall prey to societal pressure and believe me, that's all it is 
Then again, some impressive heights of nastiness are reached. The HIV sheet Is in 
Hawken, as is this story. 
ATTENTION! Anyone finish yr U at Camp Hill High School in 95/96? If so you'll be 
pleased to know that finally got fucked after years of trying and seriously suck-
ing dick. 
Pleased to hear it.... I'm very happy for you... 
Get a life whore 
Why do you care? The fact that you've written this only tells me that you are a total sad 
case who probably needs a good fuck as well 
And you need your face smashed! The fact that you've bothered to reply tells me that 
you're a fucked up loser 
Wouldn't it be sad if you had a little accident? I know who you are slut and I'm on to 
you! 
You are all a bunch ofsux ass losers! ... 
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PRECISION EYEWEAR 
Such an epic as this must be respected. This fine piece of 
wirk can be found on floor two of Michie in the men's. It is 
the story of one young man's exploration of what other men 
do when they find porn In the toilet 
There is a cubicle at Garden Pt campus where you get a full 
frontal of the guy in the next cubicle thru a small hole (.... 
lock). It's in building Level I I leave a few pages of a 
straight porn mag folded on the floor beside the toilet. The 
hole is in a black wa// so its impossible to see. At lunchtime 
and between 5-6 pm guys come in. They usually pick up the 
pages. When they see what it is, they usually look all around 
to make sure it's private. Then they flick through. Most young 
guys get erect in 5-10 sees. Most either hide it (cock) under 
their t-shirts or push it down under the seat. They keep flick-
ing through the pages. 
1) 25% put it down and leave 
2) 25% put it in their bag and leave 
3) 50 % start playing with their cocks - always looking around 
to make sure its private. 
Most of 3) eventually come. Usually they balance the pics on 
their thigh, hold a wad of toilet paper over the end of their 
cocks and wank off with the other hand. Some just shoot over 
their pics (or the floor) and clean up later. 
Toilet Graffiti (cont) 
w. V^Uv 
^i" • ^ ' ^ : 
• 
Finally the thing that we have ail considered, at least once, while in the toilets, in the course of our lives. It is the author of this radical, law 
breaking, groundbreaking text who has founded the topic that serves to unite us all. 
When It comes down to i t whatever our differences, across sexes, cultural barriers, sexuality differences, we all need to crap. 
Only a slim wall, or a flush and a few seconds, between us. 
And as it brings us all together physically in a way no other act can, we can only hope that one day this amazing, powerful similarity, will bring 
our nearts, minds and souls together too. 
CAR POOL XONNECTION. 
A NEW WAY TO SAVE MONEY. 
WHAT 1$ <AR POOL 
€ONNE<TIONi 
Car Pool Connection is a new inifialive 
from Queensland Tronspoi't and it's 
free to join! Car PodI Connection 
matches.you with .people who travel to 
about'tVie same place at about the same 
time on the same days. Even people with 
similar tastes in music. 
DOES IT HELP THE 
ENVIRONMENT! 
The sums are simple. Less cars means less exhaust 
Less exhaust equals less smog. The average car releases 
around 325 kg of poisonous gases and more than five 
tonnes of carbon dioxide every year. By sharing your car, 
you'll reduce smog, greenhouse emissions and congestion. 
WILL IT SAVE ME MONEY! 
It's amazing how the costs of petrol and parking add up. Not to 
mention the wear and tear on your car. By sharing your drive 
with just one other person every work day, you could save 
well over $ 1000 a year. 
HOW DOES IT WORK! 
1) Phone 1800 687 344 and ask 
o^r a membership form. All you need fo do is 
fill in your travel details and return it. 
2) You are then a registered member 
V and will be sent a membership card. , 
3) Car Pool Connection searches 
itis database for possible car pool part-
ners. ' I ' : 
4) The names and contact numbers of 
possible 
car pool partners are mailed to you. 
5) You then choose to make contact with possi-
ble car pool partners and arrange suitable 
nieeting points. 
Throughout the year you will be sent updated lists 
of potential car pooling partners. Before you know 
it you'll be saving hundreds of dollars!!!! 
QUEENSLAND 
GOVERNMENT 
QUEENSIANDi 
TRANSPORT ' 
FREECALL 1800 687 U4 
CAR POOL CONNECTION IS FREE TO JOIN. 
etting to Uni can be a hassle. Not all of us live within a 
eisurely stroll of our campuses. Traffic jams, parking 
blues and that lovely odour of petrol fumes are a familiar morning ritual to 
students from all over Brisbane as they jostle for road-space with thousands of other 
If your experience of car commuting has been unpleasant, expensive and unhealthy, you are not alone. In his 
novel Gridlock, comedian Ben Elton observed that: 
"[Car] sales people would have us believe that..like sex, motoring involves surging, powerful rhythmic motivation, ease, space and 
freedom of movement This, of course, had nothing to do with most people's experiences of driving, or indeed sex...[Rather, both involve] an 
awful lot of hanging around, followed by a bit of vague shunting, a great deal of frustration, ond a brief, desperate surge before grinding to a dirty, 
sticky halt again." 
But it doesn't have to be this way! Replace this image of crazy commuting with groovy moving. Cheap, convenient and energy-efficient means of 
moving. Replace with bicycles, trains, ferries and buses! A brief hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy of alternative transport is provided below. 
1. Burn Fat Not Oil! 
Walking and cycling are the ultimate in eco-travel because no pollution is released. They are 
also extremely economical, The cost of comfortable shoes or for a b^ ke, helmet and repairs 
comes to about 1 cent per kilometer traveled. UQ ;s connected to Brisbane's cycling network 
with bikeways and bikepaths along the river [Cycle maps available from BCC outlets.] 
2. Travel by Train 
Full-time Uni students can get a discount on suburban trains at all times. A Queensland Rail 
logo will automatically be put onto student ID 
cards as proof of full-time enrolm.ent, entitling 
students to half-price fares. Weekly, monthly and 
3-month!y tickets are also available. Trains can be 
combined with other travel modes, for example, 
bicycles can be taken on trains for free during 
non-peak periods (remember to take bikes onto 
the front carriage though!). [Contact Queensland mir'^i^^^^^Br---m,'izf^-:-:y-, ii-
Rail on 3235 5555,] Full time students are also 
entitled to cheap rides on non-suburban trains. 
However, at the time of printing, no new Railways 
of Australia cards were being issued. Instead, 
International Student Cards can be purchased 
from STA travel centres. 
3. Ferry and Citycat. Prrrrrrrrr... 
This is for those who like the feel of wind in their 
hair. Ferries servicing St tucia are the Dutton 
Park ferry, and the Citycat - a high speed ferry 
that regularly zooms between UQand Hamilton. 
Citycats cost $1.60 for a full time student to trav-
el from the city to UQ (half that of the adult fare), 
and many multi-ride bus tickets are also valid on 
Citycats. Bikes can travel for free on the 'Cats. 
[TelephoneTranslnfo:13 1230.] 
4. Bums on Bus Seats 
New ticket prices for full time students begin on 
1^^ February 1999. After much lobbying from 
Student Unions, BCC agreed to introduce half-
price bus and ferry fares for full time tertiary stu-
dents. Proof of full time enrolment will be auto-
matically put on student cards (the Queensland 
Rail student logo). 
While Semester or Annual Tertiary tickets are no longer available, full-time students can stil 
get Monthly Concession Ticket (costs between $20 and $46, depending on the number of 
zones). Other $$$-5aving tactics are to pre-purchase 10-trip savers, off-peak savers and 
other multi-ride tickets. 
The main bus routes to UQ are: 407, 411 and 412 to the city and 403, 414 and 427 to 
Indooroopilly. [Telephone Transinfo: 13 1230.] 
The introduction of half-price bus fares for students is a great achievement on the oehalf of 
student unions and demonstrates their important role in lobbying for better services for the 
students they represent. Such work is ongoing, with unior'iS continuing to work towards bet-
ter bikeways and bike facilities and for the improvement of public transport to campuses. 
5. Car Pooling 
Cars pollute. However, If you must, filling your car 
with friends will at least reduce the number of other 
cars on the road. It is also cheaper for all involved. 
For example, traveling 15 kilometres to Uni will cost 
you $15.90 to travel by car as compared to $5.30 to 
car pool with three people. UQ Union's Rideshare 
Scheme will put you in contact with potential car 
poolers. [Celled a registration form from your 
Student Union]. A well-serviced car is also less stinky! 
All of us have the potential to contribute to transport 
problems or to be part of the solution, part of the 
vision for a sustairabic, equitable future. While stu-
dent unions (particularly environment areas) will 
actively wo.'k towards improved transport services for 
students, they are only one part of the solution. 
While governments are reviewing transport planning, 
students, by the sheer bulk of their numbers, can 
influence the future of transport issues in South-East 
Queensland. Each of you has the power to chose and 
to act, to decide where you vjant to go and to decide 
how we will get there. So, 6ET ON YA BIKE FOR A 
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE! 
For further info on transport issues, contact your 
friendly union environment officers, Meryan and 
Jason (UQU] on 3377 2255 or Vanessa (NUSQ) on 
3876 7539. 

Claire Moore talks about unions 
International Women's Day is just around the 
corner. The date of IWD - March 8 - was cho-
sen to commemorate 'The Great Uprising', 
when women garment workers held a huge 
strike in New York in 1909. In light of the 
close connections between IWD and unionism, 
Semper decided to catch up with Claire 
Moore, State Secretary of the Community and 
Public Sector Union (CPSU). 
SEMPER: Describe today's labour market to potential part-time 
and full-time workers amongst new and graduate students. 
CUIRE: The labour market now is that the concept of having a 
fj l l-t ime secure position is one that graduates now do not 
expect. 1 think that a lot of people now have a more realistic 
approach; that you are gaining skills and that you have to 
market those skills. I think there is a grater expectation of 
casual work; that you will move in and out of jobs. 
SEMPER: Let's get into the Workplace Relations Act. Tell me 
some of the changes that have occurred under the legislation, 
such as to do with awards. 
You can expect to ask questions and that won't go against 
you as an employee. 
SEMPER: How do the entitlements of those in more standard 
forms of employment, such as full-time work, differ from 
those given to casuals? 
CLAIRE: The expenditure of resources, such as training, in a 
permanent position is greater. Specifically the key difference 
is superannuation in my opinion. That provision is available 
for permanent employees and not for casuals. The concept of 
standardised hours is more likely to be In permanent unem-
ployment. You (as a casual) are currently able 
to get a loading of about 15% onto your hourly 
rate, allegedly to make up for other forms of 
entitlement. I call casual employment the 
Kleenex form of employment; you actually pull 
out the worker, use them up, and throw them 
away. 
SEMPER: If a worker encounters difficulty In their employment, 
be it of an economic or non-economic nature, what steps do 
you suggest they take to seek a remedy? 
CLAIRE: YOU can ask individual unions, or, particularly if you 
are a woman, the Working Woman's Centre offers general 
advice. On general conditions of service advice you can see 
the Department of Workplace Relations. The Department has 
an awards hotline so If you are thinking about taking up a 
job, or you are working In a particular industry, it is part of 
their job to tell you whether your conditions meet the award. 
SEMPER: Why are most under twenty-one year 
old workers, regardless of their work patterns, 
affectec by junior rates of pay? 
1 call casual employ-
ment the Kleenex form 
of employment; you 
actually pull out the 
worker, use them up, 
and throw them <iway.' 
SEMPER: Given that your 
union was unable to stop 
the Howard Government's 
public service cuts what 
does the union movement 
have to offer labour market 
participants? 
CLAIRE: There have always been junior rates of pay in our 
awards. No political organisation has been strongly supportive 
or non-supportive; it's just been a fact life. It goes back to 
history where the first time they set the minimum wage for a 
man with a depen-
V NO fl M WSatiMlMACItW LASfim - ftfi. W fV£SV> K- mmo 3E.<?W0 
The focus of the legislation 
was to withdraw any 
award condition that didn't 
fall into the twenty allow-
able matters. We've 
noticed some beauties in 
our area. We've lost trade 
union training leave but 
withdrawing the ability to 
take time off to goto the 
Blood Bank is a particularly 
interesting one. The stuff 
that has received publicity 
is things like secondary 
boycotts. If we have a 
major dispute In one cen-
fe , like Centrelink, it 
restricts the people in 
other parts of the public 
service from showing any 
form of industrial support. 
We don't expect the Act to 
remain unchanged, we 
fully expect Reith to be 
pushing things through. 
SEMPER; In the first ques-
tion you mentioned casual 
work. What can people 
expect when employed as 
such? 
CLAIRE: YOU can not as an 
employee expect your boss 
to know the rules. You can 
not expect that they have ^ 
have your welfare as a pri- 2-flMuwcJort itfes aePftasivfH yMUKHiHiSJ/P- No^PfiM Ttnevitlo 
Drity for them, and you can 
not expect that your rights will be automatically protected. 
They're the three negatives but I think that the/re quite real. 
their age make a difference. 
dant family they 
decided that young 
people were less able 
than other people. 
SEMPER: IS the contin-
uation of, and perhaps 
even reduction of, 
junior rates of pay a 
prerequisite for lower-
ing youth unemploy-
ment? 
CUIRE: No! That's one 
of those 'facts' that 
people trot out. 
Where is the data 
that proves that? We 
do have a lot of evi-
dence of employers 
who unscrupulously 
use junior rates to 
hire and fire but no 
one seems to have 
done an objective 
assessment about 
what the costs to the 
employer are in terms 
of retraining, re-
equipping, all those 
things. It comes down 
to an assessment of 
what is the real value 
of work, and if a 
worker is doing the 
full requirements of 
thejob why should 
CLAIRE: The reason for a 
union is to be a voice, a col-
lective voice, for workers. 
There is a greater need for this than ever before because what 
I am finding is that people are very reluctant to put their own 
hand up. There is an environment where people think that it's 
not good to as< questions and that absolutely throws the 
power balance. The Reith model has this beautiful power bal-
ance with the employer and the employee working really hap-
pily together and not needing third party inten^ention. If you 
don't have a collective voice for the worker the power bal-
ance goes. 
SEMPER; Going on from what the unions have to offer workers 
in general Is the movement more responsive to women these 
days as membe's and as unionists? 
CLAIRE: Well it damn well ought to be the rhetoric has been 
there long enough. There were some studies done about the 
union movement and traditionally because it's been the bas-
tion of male full-time work, unions have had a very male 
image. The fact that Emma Miller in Queensland was a trade 
union organiser in the 1890's and 1910 seems to have been 
forgotten. There has been an expectation that full-time work 
belonged to men because men were the ones who worked. 
That was always wrong but now its been proven as such. 
Certainly we have to make ourselves relevant to all workers 
including women. 
SEMPER: Given that younger workers have a vested interest in 
the future of work in this country what do you expect they 
will find? 
CLAIRE; For people finishing off their degrees I think that if 
there is anyone left who thinks that they will have an extend-
ed career In one firm where they will rise up the hierarchy 
they're going to be disappointed. I think people have to be 
mobile. There Is probably still more opportunity for people 
who are prepared to work in regional centres than there are 
for those whose limitation is to working in metropolitan 
areas. This need for mobility would would be the case for all 
professions. 
Inten/iew by DC Taylor- Thanks Dennis. 
Why do we still march on International Women's Day? 
Abortion is still illegal in OLD 
Worl(ing women's incomes are still 67% of men's 
Cliildcare is still not classed as a "work related expense" 
and cannot be claimed as a tax deduction 
Paid maternity leave is still considered a "luxut/ 
Women who defend themselves from domestic violence are 
still jailed 
Health care, child care and aged care are still considered to 
be "women's work" to be performed for free in the home, 
or for low wages. 
Student unions are under attack and women are dispropor-
tionately affected by rising education fees and cuts to 
Abstudy and Austudy 
There still aren't enough full-time permanent jobs for 
women who want them 
Single mothers are still under attack 
Women in the Third World still bear the brunt of poverty 
and war 
Advertising still relies on sexism to sell 
RALLY AND MARCH - SATURDAY 6 MARCH 
FROM 1 0 A M . KING GEORGE SQUARE 
DANCE - FROM 7 . 3 0 P M , THE Zoo 
Hanna 
Jenkin 
(Student Union 
Women's Officer) talks 
about her experiences of class. 
WHAT DO YOU DO? I'm a uni student. 
YEAH, BUT I MEAN HOWDAYA EARN A CRUST, OR ARE YOU ON THE DOLE AND 
I'M PAYING FOR YOU TO BLUDGE AND SIT AROUND ON YOUR ARSE, WITH HEAPS OF 
TIME TO COMMENT ABOUT POLITICS & THE WORKING CLASS... I'm learning lots about 
transactions of power and cultures and Institutions and herstory. 
BIG WERDS, WERDS, WERDS, BUT WHAT DO YOU DO? I carry books around, 1 speak my mind, 
I work with and for women students in the student union, I write articles, I transport informa-
tion- I'm a feminist change driver. Kinda li<e a bus driver but with ideas instead of people and 
I use more than one route for more than one destination. I work with my mind, my hands, my 
voice, my feet, and my heart... 
WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO SHOW FOR IT? ...All the new things I have learnt, new contacts for 
people who are on similar journeys, sometimes sore eyes from reading too much, sometimes a 
sore back from sitting in the one position, mostly a greater understanding. The way I see it is 
that learning is not a static process like with an age old clock on and clock off time. But it's 
still hard work and it's still valid work, although it's a different type of work than the what 
we're used to. 
So WHO'S YOUR BOSS? In the union, other women students, when I'm studying I am. 
So YOU'RE LIKE SELF-EMPLOYED THEN? Since attempting full time studies in social work, 
being the oniy person in my immediate family network to have ever attended uni, I have 
noticed some differences between my understanding of issues and my peers. Conversations 
like the above, although quite humorous to my colleagues, reflect some of the challenges I 
encounter about being raised working class, currently experiencing middle class culture. 
Classism, the discrimination of people according to their position in society is still evident in 
Australia. 1 see it in the value judgements made about me with questions like did you go to a 
"'ipj 
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pub-
lic school 
or a private 
school? Or What do 
your parents do fcr a career? 
Are you aware that you have spelt 
this, said this, wore this, ate this the wrong 
way? 
I see this in my attitudes I 'm trying not to perpetuate in my 
relationships with people who have a stronger welfare class, middle 
class, or owning c ass connection. Because Australia is seen as a privileged 
country by some people who live here that are privileged in many ways for eg. 
White people, men, able bodied people, people with English as a first language, hetero-
sexual people etc. there is a popular assumption of eqjality for all people, and a general 
refusal to acknowledge class as a factor in any analysis of social issues. 
This above selection of words has been vjritten to stimulate discussion about classism for all 
who have read it. I hope 1 can continue to see how classism interrupts rny potential to work 
with all people so that I can develop meaningful relationships with all people, regardless of 
their position in society. (Including my family and even you mob.) 
church statQ 
Rev Geoffiioyte 
Anglican Chaplain 
Should t h e church "be told to mnd i t s 
ovm "bus mess? 
In the mid eighties there was a State Premier who was looking for support. He 
had an argument going with a Union and he wanted the churches to support 
him. One of the Archbishops went public to say that the Union people had a 
'right to strike' and some church members joined the pickets. This was hardly 
the sort of support the politician was looking for so he tried to tell the Bishop 
to go back to his real job- 'filling pews'. 
There seems to be a belief in some people that religion is so private that what 
you believe about God should not influence the kind of society you want to live 
In. 
Unfortunately for people like that politician, religion just will not stay private. 
Here are a few more examples of churches and christian people getting into 
politics: do you remember the fuss when Archbishop Hollingworth reminded 
Prime Minister Hawke of his promise that "no child would live in poverty", did 
you know that a religious group tried to influence the 1989 State election by 
claiming that the corruption that Fitzgerald exposed was not the real issue 
people should be voting on, did you know that the churches internationally are 
petitioning the World Bank to forgive unrepayable debts to third world nations, 
religious people are involved in the campaign to ban landmines,... I could go on 
with a lot more examples but I think these illustrate my point tha: religion and 
politics will not stay separate, although the religious people do not always get 
the issue right. 
There are a few christian beliefs that require christians to get involved: the 
belief that Jesus is boss of the whole world (so respect his purpose for it), the 
belief that the world is the creation of God (so who are we to mess it up) and 
the belief that people matter to God (so who could dare to abuse others' 
needs). Two words come out of that- justice and compassion. God wants justice 
and compassion. That doesn't mean that God supports the Liberal Party or the 
ALP or the agenda of any other group. It does mean that the spiritual quest for 
God requires 
TDe OTi^u s\^ &" 
more than pray-
ing, it requires 
thinkirig and 
doing justice and comoas-
sion- as well as praying. 
I know that the churches do not do enough of that stuff. There may be a few 
reasons for that: people do not usjally expect that when they become chris-
tians they will end up with the bigger agenda, christian people are often too 
busy for things that are not on the doorstep just like everyone else and church-
es can lack the expertise to know what to think about complex issues while the 
people who may be benefiting from injustice tend to try to hide the truth. 
The world needs people who are compassionate and care about justice, and 
without a spiritjal basis for life I suspect that will be too hard in the long run. 
So if religious people should be political too, what should churches do and say 
about the questions in the paper today: mining on aboriginal land and roads 
through their historical sites, leaders who wont resign when they disgrace 
themselves, bribes for Olympic votes, abortion, rights for prisoners, unemploy-
ment, changes in the structure of the family and huge pay packets for elite 
sportspeople? 
I don't expect to always agree with what a church or a church leader is advo-
cating, but 1 do expect real compassion and an honest commitment to justice. 
Maybe the key justice question fo' Australia today is to move forward with 
Reconciliation. So the University's Commencement Service on 7 March will have 
that as its theme and Aden Ridgeway (Senator-elect and member of the 
Gumbayyngirr people of Northern New South Wales) as guest speaker. The 
churches have been part of the solution at least some of the time. The hard 
thing is that justice has to be done again today and tomorrow not just 30 years 
ago. 
As a christian I want to ask, would the Jabiluka mine be going ahead if people 
believed that God cares about the earth and about the people who have 
belonged there since before European history? Would we accept the state of 
indigenous health in remote comnunities? Would we avoid the 'S' word when 
we look at the history of race relations in this country? You may not agree with 
me about the answers to those questions but that's OK we can have a chat 
about it sometime. 
You can't keep ''aith and politics in separate boxes. Real faith has to be lived. 
Politics with heart needs the God questions, i hope that Archbishops will always be pre-
pared to stand up to Premiers. 
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»<Tinging A Dead Gat 
Byy^ances^ Arts student 
If you've just arrived at uni, you're probably still floundering amidst an ocean of paperwork a wan-
dering aimlessly as a cloud between lectures, tutorials, libraries, shops, and social clubs going "but 
what, who, where, how?" 
If you're a Christian and you've just arrived at uni, you're probably still floundering amidst an ocean 
of paperwork, and searching desperately among the sea of faces for anyone whose dress sense or 
Flandersian turn of phrase indicates their status as a follower of Christ. Or perhaps, going from group 
to group in an effort to find a more adult or intellectual spirituality than the youth group Friday night 
trip to the skating rink was offering. Before you consign your faith to that box of memories which 
contains so many Sunday School picnics, let me assure you that there are Christians at uni. Christians 
whose experience of God transcends the ten minute devotion after two games of ten-pin, and who 
have very Httle difficulty reconciling the world of knowledge and academic learning with Christianity. 
They crop up in every faculty, in all shapes and sizes and belong to various different Christian groups. 
So before you cast aside your Christianity in the mistaken belief that there is no place for it at uni, 
check out the Christian Groups at Campus - you can't swing a dead cat without hitting one! 
SchpneJI 
nemas 
Semper has 
50 free passes 
to give away to see any movies at the 
Schonell during March 1999. 
The first 50 people to come in to the Semper office, 
on IVlonday March 1, will WIN WIN WIN! 
ADDICTED? Need a coffee sometime during that 8 o'clock 
lecture? So do L We're not alone. Perhaps 700/0 of our fel-
lows also exper ence craving for the mild stimulation and 
heightened concentration that caffeine provides. In other 
words, we're addicted. But don't ;et it get you down. 
Addiction can be a serious and life-threatening Illress. But 
it can also be a mild consequence of living life to the full. 
Just when your addiction crosses the line from enjoyment 
in moderation to destruction in excess is in the end up to 
you to decide. The science of addiction has progressed 
rapidly in the last two decades. Unfortunately many in 
the government and media still view addiction through a 
lens of prejudice and moral superiority. In this article, I'll 
try to present an alternative view based on current scien-
tific understanding 
Dhat is addiction? 
Full-scale pharmacological addiction, for example your 
Uncle Ron who needs a drink in the morning to stop his 
hands shaking, is ir\ fact a brain disease. Over the last 20 
years, scientists studying addiction have uncovered the 
basic brain mechanisms involved in its development. 
People take drugs because they're rewarding. What does 
that mean? Well, a drug is rewarding because you like 
taking it; it relaxes you, alters your perception in a pleas-
urable way, loosens your inhibitions, gives you intense 
feelings of joy, etc. etc. In other words, you get a kick out 
of it. No surprises so far. 
Now if you find a drug rewarding, there's a good chance 
you'll also find it reinforcing: you'll want to have it again. 
And that, of course, is where the problems come in. If the 
drug Is strongly reinforcing, like heroin or cocaine, you 
may end up taking it so often that it begins to interfere 
with the rest of your life. The more addictive a drug Is, the 
more strongly reinforcing it is, and the more likely you 
are to want some more, and more, and more. 
The Interesting part came when scientists began to inves-
tigate the brain pathways underlying these behaviours. 
They had thought that different drugs had their d'fferent 
effects because they worked on different parts of the 
brain. And this is true, up to a point. But it turned out 
that as far adciction went, all drugs worked in the same 
places. There is in fact an addiction pathway in your brain. 
Most scientific evidence suggests it travels from a group 
of neurons in your midbrain to a target area at the base of 
your forebrain. These cells release the neurotransmitter 
Dopamine. You'd be fairly unaddictive without this path-
way Of course, you might also find yourself without a 
libido, or forgetting to eat. That's because the reward 
pathway is there to tell you that certain behaviours are 
worth doing again and again. In fact, although you may 
not know it, you are, in a way actually addicted to eating 
and having sex. In other words, addictive drugs "take over" 
a brain system that normally functions to keep ycu Inter-
ested in behaviour useful for passing on your genes. 
It's this pathway you're activating when you begin to con-
sume an addictive substance, be it caffeine or heroin. Of 
course it is true that dif'erent substances are different In 
their addictive properties. It Is rare for people to rob banks 
for a packet of Tim-Tarns, even one that doesn't run out. 
Sadly heroin dependence produces more serious social 
consequences. 
Cratjing and a/ithdrau/ai 
The commonest image of addiction is the withdrawing 
junky shivering in a corner In some less-than-salubrlous 
part 0' town. Withdrawl effects are caused by the absence 
of a drug the body has adapted to the presence of They 
can be very severe, and even life-threatening if not man-
aged. However, withdrawing, that is achieving a drug-free 
state, is In fact the easy part. 
The real battle of addiction Is fought in the long-term. 
Most long-term heroin users have been off the drug at 
one time or another, sometimes for many months at a 
time. But very often, stress, adverse life events, the reap-
pearance of old friends or simply the longing for a former 
life cause a relapse, ano the/re back on the old smack 
again. 
Why is it so hard to get off heroin? This has got to do 
with brain reward pathways as well. It is because addic-
tion is a particularly indelible form of learning. In much 
the same way as Dr Pavlov's dogs salivated when he rang 
a bell before din-dins every night, your average addict 
finds the smell of a smoking cigarette brings on almost 
irresistible feelings of craving for the addictive drug. 
In effect, she or he has learnt to associate these drugs 
(and their associated paraphernalia) with the intensely 
pleasurable experience of taking the drug itself. This crav-
ing can continue long after the addict has achieved a 
drug-free state. In some cases, the addict may never get 
over the longing they feel for a drug. 
It now appears certain that addiction rewires your brain. 
Long-term addicts have physically different brain struc-
tures. In much the same way as people suffering depres-
sion. Most doctors and scientists agree: addiction is not a 
moral weakness, or a lack of willpower - it's an illness, 
with great possibilities for treatment. Unfortunately suf-
ferers of mental illness ere also stigmatized by our society. 
If we as a society can be prepared to treat addicts no dif-
ferently from people with broken legs, we will have come 
a long way to halting "the drug menace.' 
fiduiGG on popular 
illegal drugs 
I'm not going to insult you and tell you not to take them. 
You will, whether 1 say so or not. But by being informed 
and taking precautions, you may well live to shoot up 
another day. 
The best information comes from a textbook, not from 
your doctor or the government. It's Rang, Dale and RItter's 
Pharmacology (3rd Edn), a comprehensive textbook cover-
ing all major classes of drugs. An even fatter book is 
Goodman and Gillman's Pharmacologica, Basis of 
i.-Vl'Vfft.-l 
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Therapeutics, which has excellent sections on all the illegal 
drugs. 
General principles 
Try not to mix too many drugs. Once you mix more than 
two it's virtually impossible to predict the consequences. 
Don't take drugs like heroin on your own - if you drop, 
who's going to ring the ambulance? 
The legal consequences of illegal drug use are often more 
severe than the drug. Hence, try not to get caught (if only 
it were so easy!). Try not to draw police attention to your-
self Dealing is an excellent way of drawing police atten-
tion to yourself 
Doing Inherertly dangerous things (like driving) while on 
drugs is rather silly Even crossing roads requires caution -
a large minorty of pedestrians killed in Queensland are 
actually drunk at the time. If you like driving on massive 
doses of central nervous system depressants, like heroin, 
barbiturates or alcohol, make sure you're an organ donor 
so someone else can benefit. 
Intravenous drug users: need it be said again - always use 
a clean needle, and think about safe disposal. 
THC, marijuana. THC is the active Ingredient of marijuana, 
hash and hash oil. It is bad for you. It has been shown to 
kill brain cells from the short term memon/ centre of your 
brain. Long-term users are worse at maths, less coordinat-
ed and less organized than non-users, even five years after 
they've given up. It has a very long half-life, so it builds up 
very easily in your body Plus all that smoke is pretty bad 
for your lungs. If you're an everyday user, try scaling back 
to once a week. And be careful with the cops! There is no 
doubt about it: the most harmful side effect of marijuana 
is a police record. 
MDMA (Ecstasy). Debate rages over how harmful ecstasy 
is. But the scientific evidence Is clear: It kills the serotonin 
cells of your brain. Also, it is many times more harmful at 
high body temperatures, so try and stay cooL This means 
that an outdoor rave might be a much better option if 
you're going to E. Drink plenty of v^ater, but not too much. 
An E a week is going pretty hard: maybe four a year is 
more sensible. There is no long-term data on the harmful 
effects of ecstasy which means the worst could be very 
bad indeed. On the other hand, 3-4 million people take it 
weekly in the UK, and they seem to get by all rignt. 
Speed, amphetamine, and amphetamine analogues (like 
DMT). The biggest short-term danger of speed use is speed 
psychosis, which is like being schizophrenic for a day or 
two. Speed is exceptionally addictive, and users tend to go 
on binges. If you're going to take speed, only buy enough 
for one hit. Try and resist the urge to go on a binge. 
Remember to eat. Think about taking a cab. Drink lots of 
water. And take a shower: you probably smell. 
Cocaine. Pretty much as for speed. Cocaine has the most 
direct action on brain regions associated with pleasure, 
well-being and confidence, which is why stock-brokers and 
rock stars like it so mjch. Coke users binge, as with speed, 
and coke is probably more addictive even than speed. 
LSD, Acid, and other hallucinogenic phenyethylamines and 
tryptamines. Full-on hallucinogens are not addictive. In 
fact most users stop taking them of their own accord. 
These drugs activate the visual, as well as the poorly 
understood spiritual and religious, parts of your brain. 
They probably will give you great Insights, but only for a 
while, after which the insight seems to recede. They are 
probably not dangerous long-term; however they may pre-
dispose you to later psychotic events. Nobody knows what 
flashbacks are and if they mean you've damaged your 
brai'i, but they're probably not a good thing. Avoid acid I;' 
there's a history of psychosis in the family. 
Heroin and other opioids. Al! opioid drugs work on opioid 
receptors, which are responsible for pain relief and certain 
types of pleasure. HerDln is a ven/ potent and fat soluble 
derivative of the opioid drug morphine. Because it's very 
fat soluble, heroin gets into your brain much more quickly 
than other opioids. This gives you the rush. The short-term 
dangers of heroin are well-known. It acts on the respira-
tior .. .tres of your b'ain-stem, which 's why an overdose 
stops you breathing. Be careful to find out about the 
strength of your score, and remember that tolerance 
decays rapidly If you use every day and you haven't for a 
few days, you'll need a much smaller dose. 
The long-term dangers are chiefly to do with how addic-
tive it is. Recreational heroin use (say, once a month) Is 
probably not bad for you at all, but thirk carefully about 
escalating your heroin use: do you really want to be 
addicted? Long-term, the impurities of badly cut heroin 
can be pretty toxic (remember It's going straight into your 
blood). Obviously a clean syringe is basic to your health; 
even ignoring HIV, Hepatitis C Infections have exploded in 
recent years. 
Kenny Philips 
For more information about drugs and their legality, refer 
to pages 40-43 of your Student Union Diary. 
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David Kemp is. 
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The Big Issue is a magazine that canvasses controversial social issues, has an arts 
and entertainment component and features a regular column by equal opportunity 
crusader Moira Rainer. For only $2, it's an interesting, informative and importont 
read. But what's more important is the reason The Big Issue exists. 
The Big Issue was conceptualised by The Body Shop founder and general 
supporter of all-things-good, Anita Roddick. She was in New York 
where she came across two men giving out slips of paper 
in the street. When Anita enquired as to what 
they were doing, the men explained that 
they were homeless, but rather 
than begging for 
money, they had 
composed, collated and 
photocopied poetry which they 
were selling. They felt as if they were 
working for their money, and it felt good. 
So when Anita returned home to England, she founded 
The Big Issue, a magazine which is sold exclusively by home-
less and long-term unemployed people, who earn $1 for every mag-
azine they sell. The Big Issue is now one of the biggest selling magazines 
in England, where it sells up to 500,000 copies each week. So important is this 
magazine, that when British PM Tony Blair was running for office, he released his 
social welfare policy exclusively to The Big issue. So how did The Big Issue come to 
exist in Australia? 
Graham Wise, who owns The Body Shop franchise in Australia, recognised that we 
too have a problem with homelessness and long-term unemployment, so he trans-
planted Anita's concept The first Australian edition of The Big Issue was released 
in Melbourne in June 1996. Since then it has been launched in Sydney and 
Brisbane, and will be released in Adelaide and Perth later this year. Sales have 
risen steadily from 4,000 copies each week to 
15, 000 copies. 
Student Internet Access 
The Prentice Centre has 
changed names; 
It is now: information 
Technology 
Services 
http://iU.uqHJu.au 
• Student internet access 
Document Preparation 
Graphic Design 
Computer training 
Image scanning 
Photography 
Video production ft copying • Audio visual services hire 
For more information contact Client Services 
On 3365 4400 
http://its.uq,edu.au 
Location: THE PRENTICE BUILDING #42 
(Yes, the name of the building has not changed) 
Free dialin and email accounts are available to students 
at the University to assist in study and research. As a 
student, you are allowed 8hrs/week connection time on 
the ITS modem bank. This lets you send and receive e-
mail, connect to your department's computers or con-
nect to the web from home. You can also publish you 
own web pages, viewable from within UQ. There are 
l imits to the amount of information you can download; 
Client Services (see contact information below) can pro-
vide additional details. If 8 hours Is not enough time to 
meet your academic needs, you should contact your 
Head of Department to arrange more access time. Or, If 
you want an account for non-academic use, you can 
purchase an account from ITS. 
Throughout February and March, ITS wil l be mailing 
account details (username, password, e-mail address) to 
all student who currently do not have an account with 
ITS. This information wi l l be sent to your correspon-
dence address as detailed on your Student Enrolment 
Form. There are also application forms located at the 
entry level of the Prentice Building at the Client 
Services counter (Yes, the name of the building is not 
changing). 
Internet ficcess CJlnics 
If you're having problems connecting to the web, e-mail 
or just getting started, you may want to book one of 
our clinics. Call to book a time with Client Services and 
you will receive 45 minutes of uninterrupted, one-on-
one consultation with an ITS technician. They wi l l 
answer all your questions and wil l usually have you 
surfing the web by the time you leave. 
BBn DEJOUS 
There is more than a little excitement rip- earned academic break, her income, and in 
pling through the throngs as the beat of turn her independence threatened to fall 
the academic year sounds. Disturbing the away. Kayleen cops this on the chin, noth-
sleepy calm of summer 
the illustrious student 
pilgrimage makes its way 
to Brisbane's scholastic 
Mecca. Positioned at the 
'pearly'gates. The Big 
Issue providore, Kayleen 
surveys the swelling masses with a glint in 
her eye. It is once again time to take to the 
streets with her wares. 
A seasoned vendor for The Big Issue, quiet 
Kayleen began peddling the rag at The 
"She'll be the one hiding her 
big smile under a yellow cap, 
SO confie along and say hi," 
ing suppresses her 
enthusiasm for the start 
of semester. A veteran of 
Queensland summers, 
Kayleen sighs with relief 
as 0-Week is heralded 
across the lands, bring-
ing with it a glimmer of hope. 
Determined to direct her own destiny, this 
dedicated activist will work as long and 
hard as the task demands, 'I'll be out here 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays when the crowds 
University of Queensland's St Lucia Campus are up,' Kayleen says. At just $2, she sees 
during 1998. She reckons it's a pitch worth The Big Issue as a highly affordable con-
fronting up for. 'On my first day there I sold sumable for the budget-conscious student 
32 copies,' she recalls of the zeal social-jus- of the penultimate year. 
tice minded undergraduates displayed for 
her product. 'I ended up running out. I 
would have sold more if I had them.' 
An independent and devoted mother, 
Kayleen relies on the inconne that comes 
from selling The Big Issue. So as students 
indulged in the pleasures of their well-
With the start of the new year, this gentle 
prophet of hope is back. Look for her at her 
pitch near the Student Union building, 
she'll be the one hiding her big smile under 
a yellow cap, 'so come along and say hi' 
i 
VJBUDOF? 
I n f o r m a t i o n t echno logy s e r v i c e s 
every s tuden t needs to know. 
Information Technolog^ J Seruices (Formerly The Prentice Centre) offers new and continuing students 
several important IT and presentation services. ITS also has some changes you need to be aware of 
other than our new name. 
Document PreparatLo_n„ 
Although the computer lab has now moved to the Central 
Library, ITS can sti l l help you prepare your documents and 
make your assignment or project look just right. The 
Operations Group at ITS offer laser pr int ing and copying, 
binding, text and image scanning, CD ROM writ ing and 
much more. 
But vxjait. the re ' s ITIore... 
Information Technology Services offers many other services. 
Our Factsheets 
Client Service c 
* Computing 
* Overhead transparencies 
* Computer Training 
* Image Scanning and Manipulation 
* Computer Repairs 
* Graphic Design 
* Photography 
* Audio Visual Services and Equipment Hire 
* Video Production and 
copying 
detaiMng each service is located next lo the ["J th-; complete picture visit our web site al 
ounter on the entry level, Prentice Building. http:;/,ts.uq.edu.au , call Client Services a l 3365 4400 or e-
mail at info@its.uq.cdu.au 
Keep ITS in mind when vou need: 
* 35mm slide creation and imaging 
* High Performance 
Run, run! VSU is after you!) 
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ACROSS 
1 see 8 down 
9 One of the types of duck which inhabit the lakes at UQ (7} 
12 and 16 down How many dollars is art annual green permit for park-
ing at UQ? (5, 3) 
13 The "0" in O'Week stands for this (11) 
14 Some UQ music graduates may end up here (1,1 , l) 
15 Best friend of Kyle, Kenny and Cartman (4) 
t7 Top of the class (3} 
19 Annual Brisbane music festival (5) 
21 Place on campus named after DavdTheile (4) 
22 Almost-annual travelling music festival in the USA (12) 
25 4^^ rock from the sun (4) 
26 This Archbishop lends his name to the Humanities library buildings 
(5) 
29 Festive (9) 
31 First name of Australian fiction writer Masters (4) 
32 Event staged by the UQU Women's Area in O'Week (5, 6) 
33 Hawiian gala (4) 
35 Students spend a lot of time doing this (7) 
40 This religious man sounds like UQ's rare books library (5) 
41 Annual publication of the UQU Women's Area (9) 
DOWN 
2 Carnival which is not particularly kind to bulls or horses (5) 
3 and 39 down The week before exams (coll.) (4, 3) 
4 You are not allowed to do this in the cloisters (5) 
5 Festivities during the period before Lent (8) 
6 A 3 can be a conceded one (4) 
7 1510 (Roman numerals) (1,1, 1) 
8 and 1 across Annual Sydney pride festival (3,3,7,5,4) 
tan liion by tpaclal ArrsngamanI with 
OOKUfWIWy.W. 
Got Some 
11 
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10 Tennis player (4) 
11 Another tennis player, or where the 
New Year Folk Festival is held (8) 
16 see 12 across 
18 Noisy and merry (10) 
20 Building number one (6, 5) 
21 Spanish town renowned for its car-
nival which is not particularly kind to 
bulls (8) 
23 Building where students go to get 
email accounts (8) 
24 Greek letter (3) 
27 Main event during O'Week (3, 3) 
28 Enigma (6) 
30 The libraries impose monetary fines 
for books which are... (7) 
34 Students are represented by this at 
UQ(5) 
36 One of the faculties (4) 
37 Theme colour of the 1999 Festival 
of Sydney (3) 
38 City famed for its carnival (3) 
39 see 3 down 
Edward and Sophie.,.So happy until VSU. 
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Words 
Worxls w o r d s w o r d s on and on these WOrdS g o 
on and on and on. WordSin English that confuse me 
and make me seem so small and insignificant. W o r d s 
thrown upon Indigenous people. WOrdSused to commit 
open warfare - genocide. 
Outside I .see blue sky. Outside I sense warmth, safety. 
There are no white mans words with and beyond 
the clouds. Beyond our land, Aboriginal land, into 
where the Seven Sisters live. There is freedom from 
w o r d s w o r d s w o r d s , white mans w o r d s . White women's 
deceit and Wadjella and Wadjin's hate. 
pale smudge 
shade of expiration 
deadweight of a breath 
pollutes the public page 
while grey stained walls 
whisper fifty-five thousand cigarette memories 
to an empty room 
carbon ghosts made fJesh by repetition 
exhalation incantation 
sentences tip-toe between the lines 
taking up no space 
willing invisibility 
can't quite read them unless 
you hold the page to the light 
eraser 
as she tip-toes between 
road and footpath 
kicking a scrap of glass 
along the gutter 
frowning 
perplexed 
that the hard clear shard 
yields to her bloodless toes 
not gliding silently through 
like smoke 
by Angela M. 
W o r d s these w o r d s do they have to hurt. D o W O r d S h a v e 
to hate. Must the speaker of this English Australian 
language spray with words of venom, lies - always. 
W o r d s to describe love and blue skies are beautiful. 
They give a sense of ease and peace. While white 
fuUa w o r d s , hurtful spiteful WOrdS keep going on 
and on and on. 
W o r d s w o r d s white fulla gubbamem WOrds. How to 
reclaim our language, ourselves, our spirituality. With 
our w o r d s , Koori, Noonga, Murri, Nunga, Palawah, 
w o r d s that smile within the wind. This is how 
we will continue to survive, 
by Lisa Bellear (Goernpil) 
Below; Lisa Bellear with Maureen Watson 
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Sharing a house can turn 
from the best time of your 
life into your worst night-
mare if you don't know your 
rights and responsibilities. 
So i''you're in any 
doubt about the rules for 
renting in Queensland, call 
the RTA (Residential 
Tenancies Authority) for free 
information. 
The RTA's Dispute 
Resolution Service deals 
with loads of complaints 
from students and other 
young people in share hous-
es who need help to sort 
out anything from problems 
between tenants about 
rental bond refunds to dis-
agreements between ten-
ants and agents about rent increases or maintenance 
issues. 
Here's how easily it can happen... You moved into 
a house at the beginning of semester and paid your share 
of the bond to the person who is moving out. It's now the 
end of semester, the lease ends, ever/one moves out leav-
ing the place in good condition. But you can't get your 
share of the bond back from the real estate agent or lessor 
because your name was never on the tenancy agreement 
and the RTA was never told about your contribution to the 
bond. The real estate agent says that by law, they should 
be notified when tenants in a share house change... so now 
they say you were trespassing!!! 
Finding out what you should do as a tenant and 
doing the paperwork BEFORE you move in, no matter how 
tedious, will cover you and others in the house. Whatever 
you do, don't exchange money without doing the right 
paperwork. 
The RTA needs to know who it is holding the 
rental bond 'or, so your share of the money can be returned 
to you when the tenancy ends (assuming, of course, that 
your rent payments are up-to-date, the place is clean and 
there's been no damage). 
There are different types of legal arrangements in 
share houses such as sub-letting and co-tenancies. You 
need to work out what's best for you and then find out 
what you have to do to get it right with the law. Getting 
the legal part right means that you can pmtect yourself 
and your money 
SUB-LEniNG 
Sometimes, only one person's name is on the tenancy 
agreement (known as the head tenant) and he/she has a 
"sub-letting" arrangement with you and the other tenants 
in the household. This means that usually you pay your 
share of the bond and rent to them and they pay the whole 
rent to their real estate agent or lessor. It's also up to 
them to get their lessor or agent's okay in writing to sublet 
before you move in. 
The head tenant is basically acting as your lessor 
So they must do all the things a lessor or agent is required 
to do, such as lodging the bond money you paid with the 
RTA, filling in the bond lodgement form and completing a 
tenancy agreement between you both. 
Remember that if your name is not on the bond 
lodgement form, it can be hard to prove that you paid a 
bond. Ultimately, you could end up in a bitter fight to get 
your money back when you move out. Get your name on 
the tenancy agreement and bond lodgement form. It is 
your right and it ensures your bond is lodged in your name. 
You will receive a bond lodgement receipt from the RTA 
within a few days of the bond being lodged. Call the RTA 
if you don't get a receipt. 
If you are the head tenant who is sub-letting to 
other tenants, you alone are responsible for paying the rent 
to the lessor or agent and keeping the house clean and 
undamaged. When your housemates get behind with the 
rent, you carry the can - because you're the oniy tenant in 
the house with a legally binding agreement with the lessor 
or agent to pay the rent. Everyone else n the house is 
renting through you. 
Co-rENANCY 
If all housemates are named 
on the lease as tenants, then 
everyone is equally responsi-
ble for the rent and looking 
after the place. This is called 
a cc-tenancy 
It is common for peo-
ple to move in and out of 
share houses. Ifyounove 
out of the place, don't forget 
to tell the lessor or agent and 
take your name off the tenan-
cy agreement. Otherwise you 
could end up paying for dam-
ages that happen at a wild 
party months after yoj move 
out of the house. And if you 
get paid out for your bond by 
a new tenant coming in, you 
should both let the RTA know by sending a Change of 
Shared Bond Arrangement form to the RTA. You can't pro-
tect yourself without the right paperwork, so: 
• Make sure your bond has been lodged with the 
RTA and it's under your name. 
• Put your name on the tenancy agreement 
when taking over the lease from a previous 
tenant and remove your name when you nfiove 
out. 
• If you exchange bond money between incom-
ing and outgoing tenants, make sure the RTA 
has the right name by sending in a Change of 
Shared Bond Arrangement form. 
• Additional agreements and special understand-
ings between co-tenants and lessors should be 
written In terms of the tenancy agreement 
before money is exchanged and the agreement 
is signed. 
The RTA's Dispute Resolution Service offers a free telephone 
shuttle negotiation service and facilitates telephone or 
face-to-face conciliation conferences to help people 
resolve tenancy issues - out of the court system. 
For free advice and help on share accommodation issues, 
call the RTA on (07) 3361 36111 or 1800 177 188 (out-
side Brisbane). 
No cash? No clue? 
W E L C O M E TO T H E DESPERATE GOURMET 
desperation casserole 
preparation time: 3 minutes + an hour to soak 
cooking time 45 minutes 
A truly desperate dish I put together in first year, when 
there was literally nothing in the house but stale bread, an 
aging egg and some UHT milk. A visitor who was wafting 
through the house at the time said v^himsica.ly, "at least 
you could make bread and butter pudding ..." and the rest 
is history. Whith the addition of a little parn-esan cheese 
and a pinch of the curry powder found in the back of every 
cupboard, we actually ate quite well that nignt! 
This recipe, however, is the gourmet version... with real 
milk\ 
1 teaspoon butter 
half a loaf of bread or a packet of breadcrumbs -1 fmd 
lighter white or mu tigrain bread works best 
2 1/2 cups milk (soy also substitutes well) 
3 eggs 
1 small lump fresh parmesan cheese 
1/4 bunch parsley or a tablespoon of the freezedried hera 
(optional) 
1 small bunch greens (optional) - spinich or choy sum work 
best 
1 pinch paprika and/or cayene pepper or curr/ powder 
pepper and salt 
The day you realise there's no food in the house and you 
won't have any money 'til tomorrow, prepare this dish. The 
longer you can leave the liquid to penetrate - about 2 
hours is ideal - the better. 
Grease a casserole or cake dish with the butter and put 
down a layer of bread or breadcrumbs. Cover th:s with a 
little of the grated cheese, chopped parsley and some 
shredded greens, if using. Continue to layer until the 
bread's used up, then top with the rest of the cheese. 
Mow make a basic savoury egg custard, by mixing together 
the eggs, milk, pepper and salt When thoroughly com-
bined, pour over the bread mixture and leave to consolidate 
in the fridge. 
At least an hour before you bake it, remove from the fridge 
and allow to return to room temperature. 
Preheat the oven to moderate (160 - 180 degrees Celsius) 
and bake for three-quarters of an hour, or until puffed and 
golden. Serve quickly sprinkled with the rest of the parsley 
- a fresh tomato puree seasoned with complementary herbs 
is also a nice accompaniment. 
This basic dish can be adapted easily by the addition of 
herbs and spices - eg layers of basil and marjoram to make 
an Italian-style accompaniment, a little tandoori mix to go 
with a spicy meal... or just a little mustard. 
Frith Kennedy 
Sometimes home brew doesn't turn out right. This 
tends to happer when you forget about it for a 
while, don't follow instructions exactly, don't add 
finings on time etc. Making a litt e bit of effort to 
be ever mindful of that tub in the dank darkness 
of under-the-house is always worth it! 
It is a really gocd idea to keep a log book in which 
you can write: 
" the brand and type of beer you've made, 
" the date you put it in the tub, with hydrometer 
reading, 
" the dates you check it, with readings, 
* the date you add finings, with reading (should be 
1010-1008) 
*the bottling date, with readings (should be 
around 1000). 
That way, when you've made a really superb beer, 
you can read your log book and duplicate the 
steps to make It again. 
The plan for this column is to, perhaps, explore 
various aspects of home brewing (for example, dif-
ferent sugars) and also to have guest columnists 
and full coverage of the 1999 C.H.E.S.S. home 
brew competition later in the year. Please mail me 
with your ideas: uqsemper@hotmail.com 
Ellen 
Home Brew: Brewing your ov;n beer is cheap, easy and fun. Once you have the baste equipment, you can make 24 tallies of heavy-strength beer for around $10. 
You may find true home brew enthusiasts who are 
committed enough to make beer from extravagant 
ingredients and time-consuming methods. The 
beginner or average lazy student, however, would 
be better off buying a pre-packaged concentrate 
from the supermarket. You can make many differ-
ent beers from this stuff, including light or dark 
ale. lagers, bitters, ginger beers or apple ciders. 
The instructlors will tell you to do the following; 
1. Sterilise all your equipment with sodium 
metablsulphate (from the home brew bit of the 
supermarket). 
2. Mix concentrate with 1kg sugar and a few litres 
of hot water in your tub. 
3. Fill tub up with cold tap water 
4. Add yeast 
5. Seal. 
The strength of beer is measured with a hydrome-
ter in terms of specific gravity. You bottle the 
beer when the specific gravity' reaches 1000 and, 
basically, the greater the difference between the 
readings when you put the brew on and when you 
bottle it, the stronger your beer will be. 
^ % t ' s 
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This morning, as ( wandered down the street in the way that 1 do, I accidentally stepped on 
a bug lying in my path. He had not seen me and could not have expected that I was com-
ing toward him. 
He had been born as an egg inside an egg, by a mother he never knew, deep beneath the 
Earth's surface; one of thousands, one of millions and then millions more. 
For four years he lay beneath the cold, hard earth, growing and developing; watching him-
self as wings, tentacles and legs sprouted where previously there had been none. 
In that time he thought and pondered (for he considered himself a very important bug. as 
all bugs do). He wondered about exactly what existed outside his egg and if other bugs lived 
out there, about what it and they would look, sound and act like. He wondered about where 
his egg and the Earth surrounding It had come from; but, more often than not, the bug found 
himself wondering just exactly why he was here at all. 
Eventually when the time felt just right, he crawled and slithered, with very little dignity, 
out of his egg. 
With a great thrust he broke free of the Earth, flapped his wings and with a brief backward 
glance, flew away 
Up he flew and then down again and occasionally around in circles, never with any clear idea 
of where he was going. 
After some time, he decided to rest for a while and so he alighted on the nearest leaf There he found another bug, leaning in a somewhat contented manner, against the plant's 
stem. 
"Excuse me" asked our bug "but do you know the meaning of all of this?". To emphasise the gravity of this question he waved one of his many arms in the direction of the world 
surrounding him. 
"Why yes" replied the other bug. 'This world is an invention of the Creator. He created this leaf that we are standing on just as surely as He created you and me. We exist to 
sen/e His divine purpose, and once we depart this life, we shall reside with Him forever'! 
"Oh" said the bug more confused than ever. And with that he flew off. 
Presently he happened upon another bug and to him he posed the same question, but v/ith a great deal more vexation. 
"Why yes" replied the second bug. "We live In a world governed by scientific principles. These absolute rules determine our creation and perfectly explain how and why things 
happen. They exist now just as they always have, and they shall go on existing long after bugs have vanished from the Earth'' 
"Oh" said the bug more confused than ever. And with that he flew off. 
Typical VSU supporter 
Presently he happened upon a third bug and to him he posed the same question. By this stage he was so 
distressed, that he waved all his arms around at once whilst awaiting a reply 
"Why yes" replied the third bug. We are here in order to build a community of bugs, one in which we all 
have a place to participate and contribute. A group of bugs, organised In a society will build, develop and 
progress, ensuring that the future of bugs is one filled with glory and achievement." 
"Oh" said our bug his head spinning. And with that he flew off. 
As he flew about he soon grew weary from ail this talking and listening, so he fluttered down to the ground 
to rest and think, 
Which bug was right, he thought, - the first, second or third? Was it possible that they all were right or, 
even, that they were all wrong and there was some other answer that no bug had ever thought of? Was It 
possible, and this answer really made the bug's head spin, that there was no explanations for his questions 
at all? 
He thought, and he thought and he thought. 
So deep in concentration was he that he did not notice the foot descending on him, ending his life and his 
contemplations instantly 
If 1 had known all this I might have given him a decent burial, instead of scraping him off the soles of my 
new shoes and onto the nearest doorstep. 
Dave McElrea 
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I walk towards 
Esspressohead, unsure 
of why unsure of what I'm 
doing in West End, unsure of what I'm 
doing with this day which is largely over I'm 
thinking that I'll sit at one of the single tables, tucked 
Inside, and finish up the reading 1 have been trying to do 
for so long: a difficult book of depth pyschology comparing 
Hegel and Jung, and a book of new writers from 
Melbourne, which is helping me pick up what is current, or 
at least currently possible, in terms of style, content and 
structure. 
As 1 approach Esspressohead I make eye contact with a guy 
sitting at a single table. He's young, maybe mid-twenties, 
wearing tight black jeans after my own taste, white jogger 
shoes and a nylon jacket. Something unspoken and 
momentary passes between us, and I no longer feel right 
about walking past him into the body of the shop. Instead 1 
sit at the single table next to him, diagonally opposite, so 
that he looks out and 1 look in. 
Thinking back, we had a lot in common, and 1 think that 
this was why the contact was so significant. We were both 
young, alone in the cafe, apparently quiet, given to obser-
vation and isolation. 
As I sit down, we made eye contact again, briefly A third 
time and we both speak a soft, understated acknowledg-
ment of each other. Anybody who'd heard would probably 
have heard it as stand-offish or desultory, but we'd picked 
each other well enough to know that we both valued 
space, 
and this understatement was an act of mutual respect. 
We glance again, and I'm beginning to wonder what the 
hell 1 think I'm doing there. I sense that a social recognition 
has occurred betv/een us and both of us feel that Ignoring 
one another is somehow inappropriate, but we are some-
how unable or unwilling to open a dialogue for fear of 
some unseeable consequence. 
I get out a book from my bag, it's the one by the 
Melbourne writers, and start to read. Soon 1 realise that I 
cannot continue. The act of reading seems incredibly false, 
a lie and insult to the reality of my proximity to this per-
son. I put the book away, hoping gently that he realises the 
significance of this. 
Writing is just out of the question. 
My tea arrives and this provides a justifiable activity 
although I am again aware that if all I wanted was a cup 
of tea 1 could have got that at home. 
My gaze wanders around the Inside of Esspressohead. I 
crane my neck and look out and around the street. We are 
both strongly aware of each other's looking and presence, 
and from time to time we make momentary eye contact. 
He's three feet 
away from me. 
find myself looking down at my 
hands. They have light dusting of grease 
from my jury-rigging on the car, and 1 am sud-
denly struck and disconcerted by how incongruous, and 
indeed unbecoming, the gaudy ring on my right hand Is. My 
grandfather gave it to me the other night and at the time 
it seemed like a touching gesture, but now it seemed like a 
tiny toothmark of his treasure hoard, a first step up some 
ladder of status signification. 1 realise 1 am displeased with 
this and that this strange social situation has highlit this 
displeasure. 1 take the ring off and put it in my pocket. 
I work my way through the tea and he smokes. I wonder if 
he sees how 1 conduct this as a ceremony if he can see 
that my movements are tracing out little dharmas.., just 
so, just so. I have reason to suspect he might. This doesn't, 
however, dispel the tension of the situation, the unease of 
the talking neither of us are quite ready to initiate. Our 
glances become more furtive and I find myself hiding 
behind the teacup. 
Soon I am finished the tea. 1 sense that nothing further is 
going to be achieved here today, that these stolen glances 
between us are perhaps all I'm capable of right now. I get 
up, our eyes touch once more and a move Inside to pay 
He is aboriginal. 
B9 3 
VSU is no pussycat 
WIN! WIN! WIN! 
, in conjunction with Mary Ryan 
B o o k s t o r e s , is hol(Jing a short stor>i competition. A 
They winner will be chosen for 
will be published in Semper and will receive a i50 
So get creative and start writing those short stories!!!! 
For more details call Semper on 3377 2237 
Brain Food 
@ Small pasta 
Garlic or herb bread 
Soft drink 
only $7.95 * 
Toowong 
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Black skies, gloomy clouds, rains a-comin', and the summer storm drenches us in the darkness that our sullen souls 
are desperately in need of. This is night, this is the reason some of us exist, this is the time, the substance, the fcality 
of what has come to be called "Alternative Country", or "alt.countr/' or "Americana" or "No Depression". This is what 
I have come to believe in. 
Ah friends, forget now the twangy tack of Nashville nausea, where the cows are sleepin' w/ the alcohol'c dogs that 
left u and me on the broken porch with an emfity bottle o' whisky and a cachet full of cliches. Forget tawdry ole 
Tamworth, let sleepin' Slims, Lees and all the rest of the line-dancing fools frolic in their fetid stench, because some-
thing else has happened while they were sleeping wide awake. In the smoky back bars where no god-fearing SOB in 
a pair of chaps would dare show their face, a new generation has been growing up, twisted and tortured by their 
inbred ancestry, by their contemporar/ cowards and sickened by the disgusting shit that passes itself off as music, 
country or otherwise, out there in radio land and mtv land. 
And now this music is striking out, stretching its arms and enveloping those who seek its salvation, just like the alter-
native revolution swept up the outcasts in the late eighties. But oh, here's hoping, as we watch it rise, that it does 
not fall like Seattle did, tumblin' and crumblin' into a cess pool of pseudo-shockers, cock rockers and shite-meisters 
who, high-on-coke, rode the v/hole damn thing dead into the dirt, leaving us with our memories, hopes and heroes 
shattered and blood spattered all around us. No, not this time. 
ALTSRKATIVS 
COUNTRY 
clinics at: 
* logon hospital 
monday 4 - 6:30pm 
* pa hospital 
tuesday 6 - 8pm 
Wednesday 2 - 4pm 
thursday 6 - 8pm 
* beenleigh 
thursday 1:30 - 3:30pm 
* qe2 hospital 
friday 1:30- 3:30pm 
phone 3240 5881 
for more information 
Because this movement's been happening for a while, borne out of The Band, The Flying Burrito Bros., EmmyLou Harris and 
others who recorded seminal masterpieces in the early seventies, and whilst dormant, or seemingly so, during the eighties, the 
90s saw us once again with music that searched out. our very being, probing our psyches with lyrics of v«nton desperation, 
guilt and gluttony, and gorgeous angst that even good old KC himself couldn't come close to. EmmyLou plunged back into 
our consciousness with "Wrecking Ball", produced by Daniel Lanois [he of U2 and Dylan fame), and Michael Stipe graciously 
gifted us with the discovery of Vic Chestnut, mystical man with lyrics of suicidal, booze-stained depression that crack through 
pretensions that in the US, all is well. 
Most significantly. Uncle Tupelo rose, shone and cracked into pieces, splintering off into the two most significant groups of 
the moment - Son Volt and VVilco. Wilco have ached beyond all expectation, 97'5 "Being There" firmly planting itself as the 
double disc bonanza to which all other newcomers must crack up to. Last year, they fulfilled a logicaL magical and supremely 
beautiful dream, collaborating with the british Dylan, aka Billy Bragg, to create the incredible music on "Mermaid Avenue", a 
collection of previously unrecorded, unpublished Woody Guthrie lyrics, (keep an I out for tour this yr, tho wilco cancelled BDO. 
Billy is rumoured to tour in April, bringing who-knows-what with him on his merry tour). And so, as you sink into those lone-
ly hours, where the sounds of the night and yr burning cigarette embers are yr only companions, accept that sometimes yr 
soul is its only solace; slap on some Wilco. some Whiskeytown, some whatever and lose yrscif for a few hours with world-
wear/ felaheen folksters, crying their songs out to yr ears and the aching night. 
Geoff karkes 
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A fuckin gut-wrenching, in your face picture of working cass life in Scotland. Fuckin exce lent! 
The film is bas'cally three separate stories of eight main characters who try their best within a harrowing ana decay-
ing housing estate in Eainburgh. The fifSt, The Grantor Star Cause', concerns Boab whose pleasant life of a "sexualiy 
wii'ing" girlfriend, accommodating parents, employment and a considerate soccer team is overturnea within a day 
Down and out, he meets "God" who assists revenge by transforming him mto a fly with the aoility to use shit and poi-
sonous substances. The next story is "A Soft Touch", portraying a codepcrdent pregnant couple - Johny 
(Trainspotting's Kevin McKidd) and Catriona - who abuse each other and are both abused sy a frightening psycho-
palh'c neighbour (Gaty McCormak, ex-member of the punk bana The Exploited). After th's particularly depressing ta'e, 
we have a more lightheartcd ,'ast story, "The Acid House", of the switching of personalities of an add loving, free-
wheeling teenager, Coco (Ewan Bremner, Trainspotting's Spua) and a newborn baby 
Irvine Welsh, the writer of Trainspotting, again uses a clever form of surrealism to amuse and present a fresh view. 
"God" is the traditional Qld Testament form and a hobo. Boab, as a fly, is able to avenge from a low organic form. The 
teenager in a baby's body can haunt the father by watching him fuck his mum, and reversely we can see just how 
much a baby's innocence carries on with age. The surrealism exists also 6through the eyes of people and their drugs 
and is captured in the cinematography Coco's "Super Mario" (strong LSD) playgroud-merry go round-dreaming of 
soccer conquests is visualised through the camera's responsive turning. There is also humour within the absurdity of 
the situations. A crackup is the scene of Boab's parents where the mother, while fucking the father with a dildo (this 
is an R-rated movie we're taliking about!), has to stop proceedings to answer their daughter's phonecati! 
The pathos from first-time director, McGuigan's portrayal of the working class characters and environment is what 
you're left with, reviewers was just stunned. The main characters are titled on screen (as in Trainspotting) and devel-
oped through their responses to the very limiting housing, employment, neighbours, football clubs, parents, etc. 
Thankfully its not a sociological analysis. We feel the anguish of Johnny, the "soft touch" holding the screaming baby 
while his wife is shagging loudly upstairs and the naivety of Coco, the acid lover, in the baby form. The actors either 
are working class or identify welL michelle Gomez as Catriona, Johnny's wife, plays the drug fucked and pregnant 
prostitute so welL 
Working class life is the flesh and blood. The 
pubs, housing, streets and bedrooms are bleak 
and decaying, These are full of cynicaL angry, 
non-caring and disgruntled people who simply 
inhabit these wastelands. The state since 
restructuring and as stated by the police, is 
concerned only "with its publicly owned utilities 
and not with rape". The language adds to the 
authenticity by being in the local working class 
dialect and being subtitled. The cinematogra-
phy is also bleak and claustrophobic. This con-
trasts well with the middle class control and 
ratified atmosphere of the baby Coco's parents. 
The music is well-chosen as, for example, with 
the dark humour of Nick Cave's rendition of "By 
the Time I Get To Phoenix" contrasted with the 
original Glenn Campbell. The humour, com-
raderie, affection and pleasures obtained 
through sex and drugs are the ways in which 
the people tide themselves over. The overall 
effect of both 'the good and the bad' means 
that it is not a nihilistic nor romanticised ver-
sion of working class people, it is simply life. 
Welsh and McGuigan leave a moral judgement 
that this place is and probably was forever 
fucked, but leaves the blame only within an 
insecurity outside of our consciousness. 
O U _ U _ , - . _ - . . _ 
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Shall I compare thee to a h'storicaly fictionalisea screenplay? 
The circur^stances surrounding Snakcspeare and the wr'ting of nchans h's most 
wideiy known piay 'Romeo and Ethc,, the Pirates Daughter' (conteniporary t'tle 
'Romeo and Juliet') is snecu'ated upon here with charm, wit a'^ d not an unreasanab'e 
amount of poetic license. The crcat've tear of director Jonr^  Variaen and writer TO.T 
Stoppard have delivered a hig.^ -iy enterta ning fi'm, even if':. does raise the cyebrovvs 
of some 'purists! 
Will Shakespeare (Joseph Ficnnes) is, at the beginning of the fi'm, an unknown hack 
rather than revered wordsmith. He is struggling under the shadow of Christopher 
Marlowe (played with great panache by Rupert Everett), and to make matters worse, 
he is undergoing a period of writers block. Despite pressure from financier and the-
atre owner Philip Henslowe (Geoffrey Rush), Will just can't get started on his next 
masterpiece, 'Romeo and Ethel, the Pirates Daughter! Enter Viola De Lesseps 
(Gwyneth Paltrow), a wealthy Lady who disguises herself as a bioke to satisfy a 
yearning to act. Will promptly discovers who she is, they fall in love and in doing so 
Will finds the inspiration to write. But like the chances of a Montague living happily 
ever after with a Capulet, Will and Viola's plans are curtailed by her arranged mar-
riage with the dastardly Lord Wessex (Colin Firth). Art resembles life and Will neglects 
his swashbuckling epic in favour of the romantic tragedy 'Romeo and Juliet'. 
Stoppard is obviously in comfortable surroundings and his screenplay is certainly 
going to appeal to a wider audience than the brilliant 'Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
are Dead'. It is part Monty Python, part Carry On movie, part Merchant Ivory. The 
inventiveness of the script is further carried by the ability of the cast to recreate the 
period without losing any of the comedy The leads are very good (yes even Gwyneth) 
and they are supported brilliantly by the likes of Ben Affleck and Judi Dench and 
some very impressive production design. A surprisingly satisfying film. 
youths slumming it in his country at that time, though it's no less self-created. 
Excellent performances all round, and an abundance of lively Morrocan 'colour' (nothing too threatening). See 
it if you're feeling kinda soppy or you need some motivation to travel to Africa, or if you love hearing the 
weird shit that kids come up with- my favourite being the 'spooooky carpet' story Similarly, see it for the dis-
tinctly un-suburban family dynamic, and a look at the hard choices a mother can make for herself and her 
children. 
Commencing 4 February 
Contact Tne Dendy for details, 
Kel Velia 
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Cocteau Twins 
Blue Bell Knoll 
Nick Leys. 
I v^ V Cr u O I\ I II N / 
It's romantic, it's got great location shots, it's got the appeal of the exotic, but what it 
doesnit have is any sense of movement, despite the fact that the central characters 
seem to spend most of their time en route by tra'n, car, truck, horse, foot, etc. Gillies 
MacKinnon's new film Hideous Kinky would be anything but. 1 admit to being some-
what let down that the film wasn't called Hideous Pinky as I originally believed; and 
perhaps that is where my disappointment began, having set myself up for some neu-
rotic suburban based psycho-drama, and then being dragged down by H.K.'s subhead-
ing; It's not just an adventure... it's a love affair. 1 must be jaded, but when I read that 
it was a major bummer. 
But here we are anyway It's Morocco in the early I970's, a regular draw to the 
Western youth who flooded there in search of spiritual guidance, or cheap drugs, or 
cheap sex (though these last two get barely a mention), The more sordid possibilities 
are brushed over, and instead the focus is indeed a love affair of two individuals and 
between them, two cultures. Romanticism rules, or would have if the narrative was a 
simple girl meets boy in exotic locale, girl bonks boy, girl leaves the country. Instead 
the love affair is complicated by the inclusion of children, commitments kept and 
avoided, and a poverty that delineates what choices can and cannot be made. 
Julia (Kate Winslet), a young British mother, settles in Marra.kcch with her two preco-
cious daughters Lucy and Bea, hoping to meld her appetite for adventure and spiritual 
betterment with the demands of parenting, Julia seeks the path of the Sufi and the 
'annihilation of the ego', until it is complicated by an affair with Bilal (Said 
Taghmaoui), a Moroccan street performer. Lucy (Carrie Mullan), the youngest, is driven 
by a need for family wherever and however it manifests; and Bea (Bella Riza), by the 
desire to be 'normal! Lucy and Bea present some of the most interesting dialogue in 
the film; a mixture of word games, bedtime stories, upper class bltchiness and self-
reflective truths. Julia. Bea and Lucy form a tight unit to which Bilal easily attaches 
himself. Bilal provides Lucy with the grounding of earthly love and commitment to 
counterbalance her spiritual quest, but meanwhile avoids his duty to his own culture 
as husband to another woman. Bilal's character exists in a state of heightened risk 
which Julia, with the safety net of her British passport does not have. Bilal in fact, 
enacts a more true homelessness than any being explored by the majority of white 
The glistening and ethereal Cocteau Twins were one of the most unique and influential sounds of 
the 80's. Formed in Scotland in 1979 by guitarist Robin Guthrie and later joined by his vocalist 
girlfriend Liz Fraser, the group signed to 4AD in 1982 with the help of Nick Cavcis apocalyptic 
Birthday Party From there they cut a series of records memorable for their strange hybrid of 
glassy guitar tones and atmospheric tape loops soaring over a foundation of bass and 808 
machines. A development of New Wave a very long way from rock, they came to exemplify one 
strand of the shimmering pop style eventually dubbed ithe 4AD sound. 
Blue bell knoll (1988) was the culmination of this progression, a sophisticated superstructure of 
analogue electronica, distorted guitar, teveib and Roland drum machines, .^t lurns airy, emotive 
and even cheesy the layered tracks develop rapidly into a deep, almost fractal construction with 
lots of different stuff going on. 
Most remarkable are of course Liz Eraser's extrordinary vocals. Her soaring voice borders on oper-
atic, though her words are complete gobbledegook. And then there are those wonaerfu! Electro 
beats. The best albuim of an influential group, 90's bands like the Sundays went or to largely 
copy the formula. Recommended. 
Mi X Master Mi ke 
Anti-Theft Device 
In 1996 DJ Shadow released End-tioducing, theX-men released X-pressions, ano the DJ in hip-
hop was reborn. 2 years later the serial wax killer M'x Master fvlikc released his magnum opus 
Ant'-Theft Device. Without doubt the freshest sound to come out last year, this rapidly became a 
persona! fave. 
The theme of this albuim is space - not sinister perverted soacc like Dr Octagor^ but deep soacc 
analogue madness with samples from BO's sci-fi films. The methoa is breath-taki.ng turntaolism. 
MM.y, a graduate of the Invisbl Skratch Pikiz and DJ to the Beastie Boys' throne, da.^ zlcs with his 
skill on the Technics. Sides 1 and 2 are loosely song-based, fca'.ur'ng hi arious samp'es and some 
of the best break-downs I've licard. Sides 3 and 'i are more abstract. Ir fact, they r"ake no sense 
at all. MMM uses scratching like an instrument, barely letting his hanas leave the decks. The 
break-neck attack never lets up. Quite S'mply, The Future. 
m 
F a m i l y Out i ng 
Chastity Bono 
Chastity Bono has written a simple book about her 
own and other people's coming out stories. It also 
includes the "coming out" stories of many parents 
of queer people which I thought was a nice tojch. I 
think there are probably many parents who cojld do 
with Deing told (nicely and easily) that they should 
be proud not ashamed of their queer child. 
This book was obviously written for a conservative, 
American audience which I suppose is nice (if it 
helps to bring around the homophobes I guess it's 
fine by me), but I found it somewhat slow moving 
and incredibly obvious at times. 
There were also a few things that really bugged me 
abou: this book. 
Nearly al! the examples were of midole-ciass or 
upper-middle class people. Just another case of 
already disadvantaged people i.e. working-class people/welfare-class people remaining invisible and 
unspoken for. 
Also, il was only adout "lesbians and gays" or "gays and lesbians". I have huge problems with the con-
stant usage of this term wh'ch excludes many queer people. 1 think bisexua.'s weren't even mentioned 
until about pace one hundred and eighty and even then it was just being token. There was not one 
coming out story from a bisexual! Once again a minority from within the queer community remains 
invisible and unspoken fot. 
Nearly all the stories were about gay men who were effeminate as children and lesbians who were 
tomboys. The parents tell how they somehow always knew their child was "different". Once again ped-
dling the stereotypes that all gay men are femiriine, all gay women are masculine and if everyone had 
been paying attenl'on we would have realised long ago that this person was (different and) gay 
I can un.derstanfl why this book was written and who it was written for but it seems to m.iss the mark 
of Deing the difmltivc guide to coming out for queer people and their parents. If you want your par-
ents to rcaa something to help them undcrstana your whole coming out, on y give them this book if 
you're a conservative, middle class American professional who is exclusively gay with no possioility of 
ever having anatner heterosexual relationship. Otherwise find them another Dook or you'l. just have 
too much explaining to do. 
Carmen 
bono 
m I MM 
family . 
book 
F i r s t A b e l i sh t h e 
C u s t o m e r 
202 Arguments Against 
Economic Rationalism 
Bob Ellis 
This was quite an enjoyable read about the irrationality of 
economic rationalism. Being the total nonsupporter of 
the Liberal (party and ideology) that 1 am 1 loved reading 
about how stupid their decisions based on economic 
rationalism are. 
Bob Ellis explains many workings of the economy in sim-
ple terns, giving many cool observations, examples and 
parallels, -k compares economic rationalism with anorex-
ia - both are based on illogical ideas/ideals. Or as Bob 
puts it "less and less flesh on tones until only dead bones 
are left". It's a very apt comparison. 
He also explains some of the language used oy economic 
rationalisls. The government will say that doing a certain 
thing is gaod for the economy and therefore is good for the country yet who's to say that something that 
is "good" for the economy is in fact good for the country? e.p. so-called strengthening of the economy 
involving sacking thousands of workers. Who's looking at the social cost? 
While I really enjoyed (most o') this book, there are some quite dodgy sexist bits. When talking about the 
increase in divorce rates, he says that now that more women are working they will be more tempted to 
have affairs as they're spend'ng more time away from the home. What about men spending time away 
from the home? There are a couple of other really quite dodgy comments but I tried to ignore them as 1 
liked most of the rest of the book. 
Being a Labor hack, Bob Ellis does come across as quite dodgy at t'mes yet I realiy enjoyed this book and 
yo j should too. 
uuin! uiini min! uiini uiini c.™™ 
We have a copy of First Abolish the Customer to give away to the person who comes up 
with the best argument for or against economic rationalism. 
president 
Megan Blaor 
Mature age/part 
time/extern. VP 
Hi, ano welcome to the Union pages. I'm an 
Arts,/Law stutcnt and I also happen to be the 
Presioert of the Student Union e:cctea at last year's 
Annua^ Genera t:cct!oPS. 
ijnfortjnate'y many UQ students may not oe famii-
's: witr ',.'•;> services provided Dy the Stuoont Un'on. 
'o try anc ;;eicr'oe tne roe that t'le U.'^ 'on occunies 
y/th-r r;ir^ pL;S i'e 'fi 2', worcis or less is nea' 
•rnpossioie. We,I, actually we have manaceti to oo it 
'"-. tnree - SERVICE, SUPPORT REPRESENTATION. 
However tlrs slogan w ' l mean nothing to most stii-
Qents who se: it and want tn i^ now why the Un'o.'; 
neen exist at a'l. In my view trere arc four pa-'f'cular 
out essentia' -oies that tne organ'satior fills at the 
Universiv. 
Trading Serv'ces : Student-owned, student-run 
The 'v^aln Refec, the Biol Refec, tne Pnys'ol Refec, 
tne EsDressc Bar, the Lo ly Shop, the Second-hano 
Bdokshop, the Pizza Caf'e. the Schone'i Cinema, the 
Cement Box "ireat^e. The majority of the stuoent 
boay flight t)L'iieve that these a.^ e either managca oy 
the Unive'sity o' outside operators, Tn's is not the 
case. Tney are ownea by and runneo f c students oy 
the Union, i'-stead of going into a p.''vatc bank 
3CCo,jnt, money spent on ca.mpus stays on campus. 
Tnat is why the Union 's able to offer cheaper prices 
at 'ts refecs. 2nd S4 mov'e tickets. 
But how Is it that students are managing a multi-
rniP'on doLar organisation? Because we are electea 
to by the membership of the Union at each annual 
general election. The peak decis'on-making body of 
the Union is Council which is made up of Faculty 
representatives and the executive. The aemocratic 
processes of the organisation are what make 't 
unique and keep it accountable. 
The Union is Your Support Safct/ Net 
Those of you who have been studying at university 
for so.me time now can attest to t l e often precari-
ous and stressful nature of student life. Whether 
you are trying to find a job or accomodation, having 
tenancy hassles, or facing exclusion from the 
University your Stuoent Union is here to help you 
and can provide you with the support to suit your 
particular needs. 
This is why wc have an Education Resource Officer 
to provide advocacy and advice on academic issues; 
a Welfare Officer to assist those trying to access the 
Youth Allowance or find accommodat'on; an 
Ernplaymcnl Officer lo find students jobs; a 
Women's Organiser to provide women students with 
support and counselling; and a Postgraduate Officer 
to deal with postgraa issues. Peer support can be 
found in the Women's Room or the Rnna Room for 
queer students. Students encountc a variety of 
p,foblem5 every week, but the Union's role is to make 
life a little easier for you. 
A Cultural and Social Hub 
Particularly fo' first-year stuaents. University can be 
overwhelming, ana it's all too easy to find yourself 
isolated. However. University shou d a ways Oe 
much "lore t,''an just a D ace to go to ectures anci 
classes, it snoulu oe an experience, fh.is is your 
opportunity to meet cornpleteiy new and d'fie'ern 
groucs cf pcooe.Ine Student Uricn is the place 
vvhc'c aii of this can happen. 
If you happen lo attend Market Day, quite possibly 
tre single biggest day of the Univcsity calendar, 
make sure that you join at least one of over 150 
clubs. There are clubs and societies representing a 
multitude of interests ranging from chocolate and 
alcohol to politics. 
The Union Activities Area organises events such as 
0-Week, the Big Gig, and fortnightly free bands and 
BBQs. 
Your Voice to the World 
Representation is probably the most important role 
that the Stuoent Union could ever fulfiL simply 
Because it is why the organisation exists in the first 
p'ace. This the stuff that nobody really sees; the 
ena'ess hours on bor'ng committees. Dec's'ons 
made on these committees wil! affect the content 
and structure of courses, the ru'es by wh'ch they are 
govc.'-ncM and the infrastructure reeded to support 
Ihem. Withojt the Un'on, the University is given 
free reign to conduct business without ever consult-
ing students. 
However the unive'S'ty is not the only inst'totior 
that makes dccis ons affecting stuaen's. 
Governr'ient policy over Ihc last three years in nar-
t'cuar ,'105 seen f e i'v'ng sta-'dards of stuoents 
orop ar.ci the r educationa' exDc-encedeter'orate. 
Tre UQ Un on, Ih'ough the Kalic^ai Uruc- o-
Stj'jents, strives to ensu'e tliat decis an-fake's in 
oositlc's of Dowe' give cons'aeratio;'; to the stuoent 
perspective. 
Getting Involved through the Class Rep Network 
A'thougn there were already many avenues fo' stu-
aents to access the Union, a structure was estao-
lisned last yea-'- that would a low peope to become 
invoivco 'n the Union's representative work. Known 
as the Class Rep Network, or CRN, students arc 
invited to volunteer to represent their classes or 
subjects to the Stuoent Union, as a r^ ^ethod of pro-
v'aing it w'th i-ifcmation and views from the 
"grass-'oots". C ass Reps are also provided with 
irformaticn ftom the Union on f i t latgc/, activities, 
car^paigns and events as we I as University aeci-
sions that may affect them. As a condjit o ' infor-
mation the CRN cenefits the Union, and as a social 
network and means of voicing your opinion, the 
CRN ca'" benefit you. For more information see the 
CRN stall in. 0-Week or call (0?) 3377 22CO. 
Matt Carter 
n.u.s liaison officer 
Sooooo, another year, another union, another 1st 
edition Semper. Before 1 launch into my spiel about 
the Union, (and the all so repetitive Xop ten reasons 
'Why the N.U.S is Gooa') 'et me take this opportuni-
ty to welcome you all back, (and to the first years, 
welcome in). My name is Genevieve Siddie and I am 
U.Q's N,U,S liaison officer for 99', I've been g'ven 
inside advice that the V.S.U pro/con arguments are 
going to be well covered this edition so I'll try to 
keep to my oesignated topic - so bear with me. 
The Definition. 
The central role of the Liaison Officer is to 'Liase' 
with people and if put that into context with the 
person referred to, (ie me) I will essentially be inter-
acting with the fvlational Union of Stucents and tr.e 
U.Q Union, or more directly with the President and 
the rest of the Executive. BasicaPy. (fo' all you first 
years), the N.U.S unifies stuaents everywhere and 
Ihus represents us on a federal level. Big things like 
campaigns and naliona' days of action are all coor-
dinated by those darling little f.owers down in 
Melbourne. Each state has a branch, (with ours 
being called N.S.Q - funnily enough) and within 
these oranches theie are e eclcd lia'son officers 
from each affiliated Urrversity So all in all. I guess 
you ecu d say tha! i om the wornan f c U.Q. 
.Anyway, due to worn co.'islraints tn, s :s a my space 
a lows so I'm qorg to have lo d tch ;n;; top ten rea-
so'is, but if anyori:: nos any other q.ics;;ors or 
queries piease do not hesitate ta contact me in my 
soor.-to-oe-dcslgnated office in the Un'on Complex. 
Genevieve Siddie 
education vp 
Hello and welcome to what I've been doing over the holidays. It's 
been a very busy few monlhs, so here's a brief run down of what's 
kept me occupied. 
First there was Melbourne 
In November and December I went to Melbourne and Ballarat as 
a delegate to the NUS National Conference, and it was an eye 
opening but amazing experience. The Conference elected some 
excellent people as National Office Bearers, and we got some good 
pol'cy up for 1999 on VSU, multculturalism, Ix education, and this 
year even got lo some women's and queer poiicy.,yay! I also met 
some reaily ace pcop'e from across the country who have already 
been great contacts for sharing ideas, information and support. 
Then Dr Kemp's Christmas present 
On our first officia. day in the Union we got a press release from 
Education Minister David Kemps offce indicating the Coalition's 
•ntcrtlon to introOuce federal VSU in 1999. fhose of us who were 
not already on holidays (being the week of Christmas) sprang into 
act'on and wrote letters, press releases, called mectirujs, and 
generally made this a r'ledia issue. Since then I feel like I've written 
about VSU a billion times; I wrote an article for the Alternative 
Handbook, some letters to the editor, I have been faxing stuff off 
and emailing people in other states ft NZ, ana of course there's my 
artic'e in Semper and the interview that Vatt Collins and I aid 
with Natasha Stott Despoja, 
And a very very tight deadline for the Alternative Handbook 
The printers oecicied this year to give us about 3 weeks ,ess thar-
us.ij! to get this to ihern if we wanted it Dy CWCCK. So I spent 
the first 2 weeks of Ihe new year ia.king to a lot of answering 
mavlvnes trying to chase up contributors and geUii^g very 
stressed in the process. A., our •^sni 'work paio off though, and it 
lOoks very spunky Be sure to p:ck one ^p! 
Now another deadline... 
fvlall Ca'te-, Matt Col;ins, Helen Whittle (the Welfare Officer) and 
i are working on a submission to the Senate committee on the 
GST There's so m.uch rescarcn lo be aone on this, but we w'll be 
focussing en tne way tne GST wi I affect students as a low income 
g.'oup as well as tne way in wiiicii it wTl aoversciy affect the 
Union, given th;)t we're currently sales fax excnif:'. 
Committees have started already 
I have already begun my coriimittec work, w'th meetings of 
Academic Boara and Academic Programs Poiicy 
Committee...which arc always a joyi 
Apart from nieeting after meeting and wrtin.g far tco many little 
olurbs aoout myself, I've a.so been helping out with O'Week, going 
on OCariip, ana taik'ng to tne occasional student who comes in. 
I s.harc an office with Vatt Collins and Hanna Jenk n upstairs in 
the Union ouildng. and the three of us arc always happy to talk 
to you if you drop by 'witii i^ '^ v questioi^s or pioblems. Have a 
great year, and I hope to meet many of you. 
Sorah .McBratney 
welfare vp 
Introduction 
'v'V'ith reirwrkciDle speed the alr'iosi Ivvo ."lorUhs I've oeen We.faie 
VP nas I'owr' oy With rapid succession I've been nit by tasK after 
lasK d'ter task whilst also allemptinq to Initiate some pro-active 
projects of my own. Here's a quick recap of what I'v? beer doing. 
NUS 
fo' tne first two weeks o' DecernOer I attended the National 
Confe-enct' of the National Un'cr' of Students. At th s conference 
must of tne UQ dek'qat'on paiticipatea in furthcinij progressive 
policy and worked to e'ect some great nation.al Oflice Bearers ''or 
i;)*J3. I also iuanaqed to hui;d some great networks and in the 
process developed a clearer ioea fo^ campaigns for the Welfare 
A'cj t"isycan Oh, I also somehow managed to get electea lo the 
NUS' Nationa: Welfare Cun'rrihtee. 
Prostitution Law Reform 
Upon my return to the Union I began tne task of writing a 
suhm'ss'o'i to the Slate Govcnment's Review of Prostitution 
lows. With the ri'cotintion that n significant proportion of sex 
wo'kers j ' e aiso engaged In post seconoaiy studies, the 'iJn'cr. 
*e!; It was .mptutarM to coi'trlbiitc to th'S Rev'cw. By tl'e end of 
:t, f 'e subrnlsslor' niaoe 37 recor>imenriat:ons iiicluo'ng support 
'or oqjisn;) lifotnels. V<lc w :i now beqr. tlie task cf lobuyi'iq for 
ti'C i'npler''entoti(;n o' t'u'se 'econHneiidotions. 
Tax Rcfojm 
It's I'ot a new ta.n you k'low. but a new tax system! Anq tl-e bass 
of the new tax system Is a gooos anO scfv'ces tax (GST) wnlon wi'l 
ensure stucJeiUS pay more for fooo, books, rent, c'oth'ng, internet 
access and transport, not to mcni'un j ' your e:itefta:n.n'cr-.t 
expccses. With the tducation Aica, the Welfaie A'ca nas been 
working on a subrtiiss'On lo the Senate Inquiry ;r;to the proposed 
tax system. Fundamentally, our submission Is underpinned by the 
principle that a GST is inequitable and regressive. 
VSU 
You'll be hearing a lot about this little nasty. Visit the Liberal Club 
during 0-Wcek and .'m sure they'll tell you all about it - hew 
great it is for students, how it promotes efficiency, how it's in the 
interests of the freedom to associate and how bad student unloris 
are. i won't go on other than to say the Liberal Student's 
arguments are all about protecting Howard's government from 
one of their most effective critics (student organisations) oy 
trying to destroy your union. They're about smashing the very 
organisation that provides culture and community on campus. 
They want to sec all of the services, all of the support and all of 
the representation that is provided by your student union 
reduced, suffer or even die. With the rest of the Executive I've 
been heavily involved in preparing the campaign against their 
plans. 
Writing Et Promotions 
I've been doing lots of writing - about myself, the Welfare Area 
and issues affecting students for a plethora of publications 
including Semper, the Alternative Handbook, Fiash and the Union 
Web Site (http://wwvajqu.uq.edu.au/l. I've also been working on 
ideas to improve the promotional strategy of the Union. 
0-Week 
O-Week preparat'oi'.s are more time consuming then I even 
imagined. 
Finis 
These are ,'ust sorie of the th'nns that have been occupying my 
t-mc. I've also been doing o tnc st j ' f toe, 'n particular work on 
Committee after Selection Panel after .Academic Board after 
Committee. The list goes or. There's also the little crises that 
so.metimcs arise ana I've occn dous'ng those spot fires (hefo to 
the Student Survival Gu'de). I'm also work'ng on a strategy to 
alleviate the crisis in both emergency ana long term 
accommodation (stay tuned). And then there's strategic planning, 
,vhich is a Dunole of joy all of its own. Direction Isn't always going 
forv*2rds, tjut f ral iy I think i a.m. 
.Matthew Collins 
secretary 
Hi! My name 's Alissa .Macoun, and I'.i be the Secretary ol ,ouf 
Student Union for 1999. My job in the Un'on isn't as glamorous 
as a lot of the others -1 don't get to organise the Big Gig or 
p.an a I the rallies - but if you have a concern or a project that 
doesn't fit ooviously Into the other departrents of the Union, 
chances arc that I'm the perso." you'll see. 
Bas'cally, it's rny job to see that all the services the Union 
prov'acs for stuaents are running well, thst our staff are happy, 
and that students are aoie to access their Jnion and their repre-
sentatives. So, if you want to know who to talk to about the 
'•brary or recycling on campus or a problem in your faculty that 
you think the Union and the Univers'ty should address, its my 
;ob to help you find the right person and make sure thai they 
are accountable to ycu. 
Sim iarly If you'd i^kc tn be a reo on a Union or Uni committee, 
I'm the pc'son you SLOJIO talk to. There are lots of opportunlt'cs 
to get Involved - particular.y on Facuty Boards and committees, 
I'm here fu'l time, so you can usually find me upstairs in the 
Union ouiloing. at)ove the Stationary shop. Feel free to come and 
have a natter w'th mc about anything to do with Uni or the 
Union, and I can heip you have your say I am also one of the 
Uni's Sexual Harassment Referral Officers, along wilh Hanna (tre 
V'Jomen's Off'cer) a'la Toni (Women's Organiser). 
I tend to be the perscn that people wltn general questions or 
complaints get .referred lo, so this last two months I've been 
chatti.ng W'th 'ots of students, parents, and staff aoout bus fares, 
VSU (h.ave a rcaa of Sarah's artic'e), and the new Ipswich 
camous. It makes me ready to sad to realise how little stuaents 
know about their union, ana issues affecting t'lem and their 
!:egrees. One of the ways we are trying tc solve this proolem >5 
through setting UD a general e-';iaii 'ist where stuaents can 
suDscribe lo fortnightly undates on what's going on in the Union 
anfl t^e University Stay tuned to this soace for further details, 
A,sc, check out the Union webs'te, www,uqu,ua,edu.au. 
So thanks tor reaaing all tn's! If you have any quest'ons, or 
concerns, or just want to have a chat, come \sp and see nie seme 
t'rne. Wnatever vou flo, h.nve a look at the services wc provide, 
and find sor>ieth:nq in the Union that Inlcests you. It's your 
Uniori. It's your voice. Use it, onci have your say 
o'week director 
Well by the time you get to read this. Your 0 Week Odyssey 
should be well and truly under way the fun and frivolity will be 
bursting forth all around you, the goats and dancing boys and 
girls will be all lined up and ready for action, and we gentle folk 
down in the aungeon that Is Activities will be quietly writhing 
around in the throes of some neurological disorder O' other. Of 
course as I write this it is still a couple of weeks from the official 
start of 0 Week so assorted neuroses' are just a dark cloud 
rapidly appiaching on the horizon. 
As it happens, our first event for the upcoming shenanigans has 
occurred, for the new second years at our Herston Campus, (A 
great success, thanks for asking.) From here on in things start to 
get really silly but then again I guess that's what we gel paid 
the small bucks for. 
Anyway enough of my bleating. By this stage I'm kind of hoping 
that you've gotten hold of an 0 week programme and you 
roughly know what events are happening. If not, then you can 
pick up the relevant info from the Student Union office or at the 
Union Info Stand in front of the Main Refectory While you've 
got me talking about the Union Office an.d the Info Stall, (What 
a smooth segue,) feel free to pop over to either of these and 
check out t"e stuff the Union can do for you, or just feel free to 
point und laugh at us (your choice). 
With this large, beige, corduroy th'ng that has become 0 Week, 
the romm'uce ano myself have Iriea lo continue with som.e of 
the traaitional events that have oroven sjccessfui in the past, 
such as The Big Gig, Tre First Year Fi.m Fest, etc. etc. out we 
have also tried to modify and introduce some new stuff with a 
kind of different s.ant to them. Things such as the Union 
Treasure Hunts have been introduced in an attempt to have a bit 
of fun, while finding out some stuff that the Union can do for 
yo;i as well as finaing out where some stuff is around Uni. (And 
of course win HUGE prizes). We will also be still conducting the 
standara Union tours if you wish to find out stuff about the 
Union in a more orthoaox fashion. 
Another imoortant event that it would be worth your while 
checking out is Market Day It isa great opportunity to find out 
about the many fun and funky clubs that are affiliated with the 
Union, check out the various areas of the Union and other areas 
of the University see some cool Oands and take part 'n some 
seriously silly games and rides. (Did 1 also mention win HUGE 
prizes)? 
At this stage there probab'y isn't too much more for me say, so 
I'd just like to welcome ana congratulate all of our new first 
years, and let you know that if you have any questions, 
problems, comments or biting fashion criticisms, feel free lo 
approach the Union because we're here to help you. I hope to 
see you all during 0 Week, 
Finally I'd just like to do the soppy thank you bit. This funky shit 
wouldn't have had a hope in hel of happening without the ever 
active Josie, our resident grownup Nigel, our ever hard working 
but really scary committee, the seriously hassled Andrew and 
Nicola, The majorly warped Semper kids, the one and only Spec 
Bang, Mazzie, all of the Union Exec ano Staff, The Bad Seeds, 
Billy Bragg and everyone else who lent a hand. You guys are all 
ser'ously sick, but 1 love ya all anyway 
Party well and safe and spend ycur money wisely by going to 
the Big Gig. 
Scott Johnson 
Ussa ti/lacoun 
4(h 
cu 
queer sexuality collective 
A great big hello to all queer and queer friendly students! 1999 
promises to be a big year for the Queer Sexuality Collective (QSC) 
so we hope you can all be a part of it! Our first event of the year is 
iude which is being put of» in conjunction with the Women's Area. 
Jude will be held on the 18th of February in the Rec Club from 
6:30 ^M to 9:30 PM. A low key evening for women, queer folk and 
their friends. We will also nave a stall during 0-week which will be 
giving away free, yes FREE fairy floss. So come over and m-ake 
yourself sick on sugar during 0-week! 
The QSC is a resource and social network for queer people and 
queer friendly people. We aim to provide infornation and a safe 
environment for all queer people. We also have coffee and tea. We 
prom'se that no one at the QSC will try to hit en you, out you or 
try to force you to 'come out! We are here to help YOU! If you ever 
need a safe sex pack or information on HIV/AIDS or any other STOs, 
counselling, help with ANY queer issue we will help. Isn't that nice? 
The QSC is based in the Rcna Room which is below the main 
refectory and just across from Clubs and Societies, Hope to see you 
in 1999! 
Joseph Bucher 
My not Quite Coming out story 
My coming out story is a litt'c b't of an .nnti-climax real.y For me It 
all started way back in the deepest darkest caverns of aoout year 
10.1 was a quiet boy who diu a lot of sluay i had a few close 
frlencs, but it v/as at about this t ine in my ;'fe I began to rea.ise 
that I wasn't interested in giils. All my other mates were like nuts 
about girls and women, while ail 1 wanteo was to get them raked 
and in my bed. This 1 aidn't aea' with vcC'/ wet to heg'n with. 
1 started to shy away from peop e a bit t;'ecause I reai'sed I was 
different. It was shortly after this that I became very repress've. By 
that I mean that I would put on a false face in the morning of a 
man who was interested in girls. I did this unti' about haifway 
through year 12. I had done it so we,! that I had neany convinced 
myself that I liked girls. But alas it was a lie. During year 121 came 
to the conclusion, that i was gay I must admit 1 d'an't Tike't al the 
time, I was scared, confused, but also thrilled a; beVig ao e to oe 
myself, ft was this little step (coming to termis wilh niy sexuality 
myself) that I think is the most important. Coming out to you.'self. 
have done that, and I am happy 
My family on the other hand Is a different story. I haven't come 
out to them, and deep down I don't think that I am going to have 
to come out. I have a close relationship with my parents to the 
point where I know that they are suss and they kr'.ow that I know 
that they are suss... you follow. What I am trying to say is that 
coming out to yourself is almost essential to ycur piece of mind 
and sense of self, but coming out to your family or work colleges 
etc, isn't for everyone. 
At one point I thought that I wouldn't come out to my friends, but 
then I realised if they could handle the fact I was gay (I hadn't 
chanced any) then they shouldn't be my friends. It was alot easier 
to come out after I had spoken to some other cucer people at the 
Rona Room. It made me feel alot more confiaent about being 
myself. I had a lot of success in coming out to ''ricnds, I've hao 
many positive responses and a few not so nice res.oonses. but over 
all I feel like I now have friends I can real'y trust and rely on, 
because they know who 1 am, deep down. I stili haven't co.me out 
to my family but who knows what the future holds. 
Name and address withheld. 
women's area officer 
Hi. I just thought I'd let you all know some cf the things I've 
been up lo since starting in mid December as yom Wiomens 
Representative, 
It started at the last Council where I debated for women 
students with the amendments to the first quarter supply 
budget and had changes passed. With a healthy budget 1 was 
able to brainstorm with other women students the Draft year of 
projects for a strategic womens plan in progress. This consists of 
ideas for timeframes for activities, campaigns, workshops, events 
anc conferences. This suggested Draft year of project ideas was 
placed in Heretical 1999, the annual womens publication to be 
launched at 1pm Wednesday Market Day in 0'Week.( hope to see 
you all there) 
Thursday night 18 Fcbruar/ at the Rec Club is the time and the 
place for JUDE a joint event by the Womens and Queer Areas, 
This event will feature prominent Mirri writer and poet. Lisa 
Bellear, Acoustic soloist Bee and the Brisbane Queer Choir Come 
along for an evening of cool sounds 6.30- 9.30pm. 
I've also been networking with other womens departments 
across campus o^r many reasons. Here are just a few; 
' Strategic Planning for womens policy platforms Et projects 
wilh the f'JUSQ womens officer, Naomi Rowe in preparation for 
her visit to Melbourne for the MUS r\lational Womens Committee 
' Pooling and listening to Queensland womens voices and 
perspectives lo relay to the planning and organising collective of 
women who are hosting N,0,W,S.A, (Network of Women 
Students Australia) Conference to be held at RMIT Melbourne, 
via juicy email list conversations,(thanx moo and liss) 
' .Assisting women students to fundraisc for attendance at 
feminist meetings. (Come and buy tne beaul'ful diary covers, 
pa'ntea househo'd items, rot water bollie covers at our C"Week 
stall- thanx Carol and Liv xoxo) 
'Organising Venus R'sing a cross ca.rrious ch'x event for women 
ana friends, Sunday night 28th Feo at the zoo. 
I've a:so been supporting wor^ien s'.joents to participate in 
womens community organisations in the following ways; 
' Attending ann taking minutesthe weekly IWD {Internatrma! 
Womens Day) p.annir'c meetings In preparation for the IWD 
event Satutoay 6 March, 10 am King George Square W'th a Hall'y, 
Varch ana Dan:e. 
' Researching statistics about women in poverty for the IWD 
Broaasheet ard in'^ or.mation pamphlet to be circulated around 
UQ. 
' Preparing and presenting a soeech aoout the im.pacts of the 
GST and proposea VSU 'egisiat'on for women students (thanx 
regan!) (come and supoort me speak at the IWD fvlarch outside 
DETYA office in George ST 12pm . Ven a.'c welcome with 
Women friends) 
• Organising Womens Community groups lo have a sta'l on the 
aay for IWD at .<ing George Square from 10am to 2pm Contact 
me if you are interested. 
' Investigating the possibility of having an IWD film night on 
campus called 'Defend Women who kill in self defence' at the 
Schonnel between 8-15 March. Possible speakers may inc'ude a 
representative from Sisters Inside and W.A.TL (Women and the 
Law) 
* Speaking on Megaherz Womens Radio Show on 4zzzfm 
102.1fm Sunday 4-6pm about women student issues. (Thanx 
abbie) 
'Supporting women students lo attend the Invasion Day 
procession and preparing lunch for the Brisbane murri elders 
and community 
' Sitting on a reference group for a local community group 
called Young Mothers For Young V'.'oTcen advocating for women 
students and organising workshops on campus. 
' Organising workshops for women students in the areas of 
physical, emoticnal and intellectual well being. Eg. Bicycle 
maintenance, nutrition, creative v-jritng, and self defence, also 
Surf Camp in Easter. Check out Womens Area Stall in O'week for 
info. 
I'm really looking forward to First Womens Collective, 1pm 
Tuesday 23 Feb (bring something lunchy to share) to catch up 
Vifith new and old women students on campus. Womens 
Collective is a weekly event every Tuesday 1pm, all -women 
welcome. 
My contact teleohone number is 33772344 and my office is 
based with the Education and Welfare VP's (above STA travel) 
I hope you all have an excellent first semester and look forward 
to meeting you somehow. 
Hanna Jenkin 
environment officers 
The UQ Environment Collective is a meeting ground for students 
concerned with green issues ranging from uranium mming io 
the 'beautification' of our campus, You can get involved by 
visiting our stall on Market Day in the main UQ Union marquee, 
or by coming along to our weekly meetings when semester 
starts (Monday 1-2pm, Kingham Clubs and Socs Room). There 
arejoinging fees, and the direction that the colective takes is 
determined by the priorities and energy of our membership. 
In the meantime, your Environment Officers, Jason and Meryan, 
have been (nearly) keeping on top of the many things EC is 
invo'ved in, and planning some activities for first semester: 
O'Week 
Promises to be cieaner anc greener than ever, with the 
introcuct'on of the university's new recycling stations and with 
lots of hands-on fun. The Dig 'n the Dtt tours at our campus 
permaculture garden are des gnca to inlroauce people to 
siiStainab.e agriculture anc the ,'oys of organic ''ood ano, at the 
tree-piantinq sessions in Recovery '-/•Jcck, we'i' have the chance 
to rejuvinale areas on campus while learning about reforestation 
ano threatened species (trees provided). .Also in Recovery Week, 
speakers from Everyone fo: a Nuc ear Free Future (ENUFFj wi! 
talk about the latest nuclear developments, which ircl,;de a 
proposed nuclea' reactor, radioactive waste dump and uranium 
m'nes. (Details m your O'Wee,'; progra.m). 
Direction>forward 
In January, Meryan attended a meet'ng of union Environment 
Officers to plan a nat'onal way forward for campus envVonment 
groups. The weekend enoed with many resolutions, including: 
1. plans for a nat'onal cyclathon from fvlarch 15-21, to raise 
more/ for the Students and Sustainablity conference and boost 
awareness about the positives of cycling- activities during the 
week will inc'ude a collective bike-r''ae. free rider's brckky 
women's bike maintenance workshop ana car-f'ee day 
2. dedicating each month to an environmental theme, with 
actions and information kits coordinated oy the National Union 
of Students (NUS) environment department- February is 'Mined 
Control' month, ail about educating around destructive aspects 
of mining ana promoting energy alterr-atives. 
3. consensus that VSU sux, especially for uni enviroment groups 
which depend on student union support, make-up a great bulk 
of the wider environment movem.enl, and often stands betwen a 
suata'nable planet and destructive tendencies of more powerful 
groups to coordinate a united campaign and carry on the good 
work that a strong student union empowers us to do. 
Sustainable Unis 
A large part of our job is reminding the uni and broader 
community to model environmental sustainablity on and around 
campus. Last year brought a few exciting developments, 
inducing 'green' photocopying machines In some libraries and 
cheaper student bus fares. In 1999 we plan to improve bike 
access to the uni, expand the organic buying group and 
encourage food outlets to reduce their waste. Sustainab'e 
universities month is in May, but this is an ongoing, uphill 
campaign. 
Semester One will also bring Green Week, permaculture projects, 
campaigns on aqua-ecology and energy, get-back-to-nature 
weekend and whatever else the Collecitve wants to run. Contact 
Jason and Meryan for more details on 33772255, or email us at 
<envi'0.union@mailbox,UQ,edu.au>. 
Meryan Tozer Et 
Jason John 
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T E L L ME:?- T E L L ME NOW 
A X CAMPUS 
EXTRAVAGANZA! 
FOR WOMEN AND 
IHEIR FRIENDS 
VENUS RiS 
Sunday 28 February 
doors 6pm 
NG 
$6 donation at the door 
$5 donation at your campus 
women's department 
children very welcome and 
people under 15 free! 
Goonje Girls 
Maroochy Berambah 
Connie Andrews 
Circus by Sea Monkeys 
Venus En'vy 
Dance by e.sense. (sharni) 
Ophelia's Attitude 
Spreader 
Dee and Marni 
Jo Rose 
Justina 
Sorcha 
Performance Poetry - Cat 
Concoy, Erin Milne and Trish 
Jones 
ZamI - Women harmonising in 
rhythms so byo Instruments! 
free offsite childcare also 
available must be booked by 
Feb 22 ph 3864 5528 
the Zoo 711 Ann St Fortitude 
Valley 
brought to you by the 
Women's Areas of UQU, 
QUTSG and GUSRC 
Koolyangarra C3iilcL Care Centre 
at 4- Park Rd West, Dutton Park 
has vacancies 
meals provided, carinij qualified staff, 
friendly environment 
walkinij distance to the uni ferry 
Rh: 3844 8086. 
Students for Socialism teach in 
w h e n : Sunday March 7, 11am - 6pm 
w h e r e : Queensland Conservatorium of Music 
w h a t : features debate, film and disscussion sessions 
ph: 3371 1446 for free brochure 
organised by Socialist Worker Student Club 
R o c K - C L I M B l N G 
UQ Rock-climbing club offers cheap climbing at 
Kangaroo Point Cliffs every Tue, Thurs and Sun 
nights. 
Great way to get fit!! 
Contact the club through UQ sport or just turn up. 
Adventure and Excitement in 1999 
with the Royal Geographic Society Young 
Explorers. 
Activities for 18 to 30 year olds. 
*• Feb 21 horse riding at Samford Valley $20. 
«- March 21 snorkelling and swimming at 
Moreton Island 
«- April 18 bushwalk, boulder and bombdive at 
Cedar Creek 
«-May 16 and 23. Astronomical! Presentation 
and outing discovering the heavens. 
REFUGEE APPLICANTS 
need your help 
The asylum Seekers Centre 
Is looking for volunteers to 
help refugees with employ-
ment, engllsh skills, acco-
modation, computer skills, 
driving lessons and office 
assistance. 
Your efforts would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Call the centre on 
3846 5322. 
HIKE ^ox SIGHT 
The University of 
Queensland 
Sunday 7 March 
3km hike starts at 9.30am 
by the lakes In from College 
Road, opposite Dutton Park 
Ferry. 
$3 entry per person or $10 
per family or group of 4. 
Rego from Bam 
Great prizes 
Phone /fax 3229 0482 for 
sponsorship book. 
International 
Women's Day 
FIGHT POVERTY, DEMAND EQUAUTY 
FOR WOMEN, NO GST! 
Rally and march 
Saturday 6 March from 10am 
King George Square 
Dance from 7.30pm, The Zoo 
You must get to the Capitol (588 Stanley St, W'gabba), 
Sunday nights, 5:00pm, any time in February, to have a 
rad time listening to the amazing rock-a-billy sounds of 
The Slingshots and guests. Whether you're into rock ft roll 
or not, you will leave with a smile after a few hours of 
dumbfoundingly skillful originals (and a few classic 
oldies). 
Turn your 
shoes into 
life saving 
equipmenf 
Sing up a Storm 
Have you ever thought ol joining <T choir? Here on campus 
we have a fantastic opportunity for you to join a great 
choir with a lively conductor. Yes (hat's right folks! We arc 
Queensland University Musical Society AKA QUMS. Wc 
practice in Mayne Hall every Wednesday during semester 
from 7.00 to 9.30 pm with some practical singing tips from 
C.30. We generally put on a concert twice a year and sing 
enrols in the city around Christmas. You don't even have 
to audition! Perhaps you want more than just to sing? Wc 
have regular social events, such .is coffee evenings, parties, 
video nights and rehearsal camps. After the rehearsal we 
can even arrange a lift home if you have no transport, 
provided we have someone going in your direction. 
Our first concert is on 31st March at Mayne Hall at 7.30. It 
will be a collection of short songs including our favourite 
madrigals (hit songs of the 16th and 17lh century with 
lots of fa la las) and African songs. 
If your speciality is singing along to songs on triple J and 
47ZZ then the second concert, at the end of May is just 
perfect for you. Wc will be singing with a rock band. The 
music will be specially arranged for the choir. There might 
even be some Metallica or Marilyn Manson, But don't get 
your hopes up! 
How docs 3 major work grab you? At the end of second 
semester we'll be singing Carmina Burana which is based 
on an old manuscript glorifying wine and earthy pleasures. 
Found in a European monastery and set to music earlier 
this century, it evokes imagery of monks cavorting in 
ilrunl<en revelry. Welt that's one interpretation. 
QUMS is part of a collective of uni choirs around Australia. 
Every year a major choral festival is held in one of the 
seven capital cities. In July this year it will be in Hobart 
and there'll be an opportunity for members of QUMS to go 
along. Cherubini Requiem and Poulenc Gloria arc the major 
works to be performed. Next year we will be hosting the 
event and planning is already underway 
So join up now at Market Day. We will be singing around 
the Great Court. Feel free to join in. Or just come to 
rehearsal that evening 17th February at 7,00 at Mayne 
Hall. 
Contact Martin 3895 8102 or Colleen 3371 5556 
''.i3 
Sunday March 21 
Call 1800 034 034 
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